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&& ¡É»lÉÉ´É{ÉÉ &&

Ê¶ÉKÉiÉ »É©ÉÉW©ÉÉÅ »É©ÉÚ³Ò JÉÅÊlÉ ±ÉÉ´É´ÉÉ{ÉÅÖ HÉ©É Hùà Uà. +É JÉÅÊlÉoÉÒ »É©ÉÉW©ÉÉÅ ÊSÉù»oÉÉ«ÉÒ ©ÉÚ±«ÉÉà +{Éà 
»ÉÅ»HÞÊlÉ{ÉÖÅ »ÉWÇ{É oÉÉ«É Uà. »É©ÉÉW©ÉÉÅ ¡ÉàùH ¥É³ lÉùÒHà Ê¶ÉKÉiÉ ©É¾l´É{ÉÖÅ HÉ«ÉÇ Hùà Uà. +É [ÉÉ{É «ÉÖNÉ©ÉÉÅ Ê¶ÉKÉiÉ 
oÉHÒ W ©ÉÉ{É´É Y´É{É ¥É¾àlÉù lÉà©ÉW A}ÉlÉ ¥É{ÉÉ´ÉÒ ¶ÉHÉ«É Uà. lÉà SÉÊùlÉÉoÉÇ Hù´ÉÉ ¥ÉÉ³H{ÉÉ »É´ÉÉÈNÉÒ Ê´ÉHÉ»É{ÉÒ 
»ÉÅH±~É{ÉÉ ~ÉÊù~ÉÚiÉÇ Hù´ÉÉ Ê¶ÉKÉiÉ{ÉÒ NÉÖiÉ´ÉnÉÉ +{Éà +»ÉùHÉùHlÉÉ W³´ÉÉ«É lÉà ¾àlÉÖoÉÒ yÉÉàùiÉ 10/12 ©ÉÉÅ 
{É´ÉÉ 30% PÉ÷Éeà±É +§«ÉÉ»ÉJ©É +ÉyÉÉÊùlÉ ~ÉùÒKÉÉ ~ÉuÊlÉ +{ÉÖ»ÉÉù Ê´ÉÊ´ÉyÉ Ê´ÉºÉ«É{ÉÉ ¡É·{É~ÉmÉÉà ©ÉÖW¥É 
NÉÖWùÉlÉ ©ÉÉy«ÉÊ©ÉH +{Éà ASSÉlÉù ©ÉÉy«ÉÊ©ÉH Ê¶ÉKÉiÉ ¥ÉÉàeÇ, NÉÉÅyÉÒ{ÉNÉù wÉùÉ «ÉÉàW´ÉÉ©ÉÉÅ +É´ÉlÉÒ ~ÉùÒKÉÉ ~ÉuÊlÉ 
+{Éà ~ÉÊù°~É©ÉÉÅ ~ÉiÉ £àù£Éù Hù´ÉÉ©ÉÉÅ +É´Éà±É Uà.

+mÉà{ÉÒ ÊW±±ÉÉ Ê¶ÉKÉiÉÉÊyÉHÉùÒ{ÉÒ HSÉàùÒ, ´É±É»ÉÉe lÉoÉÉ ÊW±±ÉÉ ¶ÉÉ³ÉHÒ«É ~ÉùÒKÉÉ »ÉÊ©ÉÊlÉ, 
´É±É»ÉÉe{ÉÉ »ÉÅ«ÉÖGlÉ A~ÉJ©Éà +§«ÉÉ»ÉJ©É +{Éà ~ÉùÒKÉÉ ~ÉuÊlÉ©ÉÉÅ +É´Éà±É ~ÉÊù´ÉlÉÇ{É{ÉÉ »ÉÉà~ÉÉ{ÉÉà Ê´ÉvÉoÉÔ+Éà 
»ÉÖ~Éàùà »Éù HùÒ ¶ÉHà lÉà©ÉW ¡ÉNÉÊlÉ{ÉÉ ùÉW©ÉÉNÉÇ »ÉÖyÉÒ ~É¾ÉáSÉÒ ¶ÉHà +{Éà §É«É©ÉÖGlÉ, ÊSÉÅlÉÉ©ÉÖGlÉ +{Éà Al»ÉÉ¾ 
~ÉÚ´ÉÇH ́ ÉÉlÉÉ´ÉùiÉ©ÉÉÅ ~ÉùÒKÉÉ +É~ÉÒ ¶ÉHà lÉà ©ÉÉ÷à ÊSÉÅlÉ{É HùÒ lÉà{ÉÉ Ê{ÉºHºÉÇ °~Éà yÉÉàùiÉ 10/12 ¥ÉÉàeÇ{ÉÒ ~ÉùÒKÉÉ 
+É~É{ÉÉù lÉ©ÉÉ©É Ê´ÉvÉoÉÔ+Éà, Ê¶ÉKÉHÉà +{Éà +ÉSÉÉ«ÉÇ¸ÉÒ+Éà +{Éà lÉoÉÉ ¶ÉÉ³É wÉùÉ qùàH Ê´ÉºÉ«É{ÉÖÅ ~ÉÚiÉÇ 
xhÒHùiÉ HùÒ ¶ÉHà lÉà ©ÉÉ÷à ¾àlÉÖ±ÉKÉÒ ¡É·{ÉÉà{ÉÉ W´ÉÉ¥ÉÉà »É¾ÒlÉ ̀ +Éq¶ÉÇ ¡É·{É¥ÉéH' ~ÉÖÊ»lÉHÉ{ÉÒ ùSÉ{ÉÉ Hù´ÉÉ©ÉÉÅ 
+É´Éà±É Uà. +É ~ÉÖÊ»lÉHÉ©ÉÉÅ Ê´ÉvÉoÉÔ+Éà qùàH Ê´ÉºÉ«É{ÉÉ ¡É·{É~ÉmÉ ~ÉÊù°~É +ÉyÉÉÊùlÉ ¡É·{ÉÉà{ÉÉà ©É¾É´ÉùÉà 
»Éù³lÉÉoÉÒ HùÒ ¶ÉHà lÉà´ÉÉ Ê´É§ÉÉNÉ´ÉÉù ¡É·{ÉÉà ~ÉÉcÃ«É~ÉÖ»lÉH{ÉÉ +ÉyÉÉùà lÉä«ÉÉù HùÒ{Éà »ÉÅHÊ±ÉlÉ HùÒ, ~ÉÖÊ»lÉHÉ 
»´É°~Éà ¡ÉHÉÊ¶ÉlÉ Hù´ÉÉ©ÉÉÅ +É´Éà±É Uà.

``+Éq¶ÉÇ ¡É·{É¥ÉéH'' ~ÉÖÊ»lÉHÉ©ÉÉÅ Ê´ÉÊ´ÉyÉ Ê´ÉºÉ«É{ÉÉ Ê¶ÉKÉH lÉW[ÉÉà{ÉÒ ÷Ò©É wÉùÉ Ê´ÉvÉoÉÔ+Éà 
»Éù³lÉÉoÉÒ ¡É·{É~ÉmÉÉà »É©ÉY ¶ÉHà lÉà ¡É©ÉÉiÉà NÉÖiÉ§ÉÉù ©ÉÖW¥É lÉä«ÉÉù Hù´ÉÉ©ÉÉÅ +É´ÉÒ Uà. yÉÉàùiÉ 10/12 
¥ÉÉàeÇ{ÉÒ ~ÉùÒKÉÉ©ÉÉÅ W´É±ÉÅlÉ »É£³lÉÉ ¡ÉÉ~lÉ Hùà +à Atà¶É{Éà y«ÉÉ{É©ÉÉÅ ùÉLÉÒ +ÉH±É{É Hù´ÉÉ©ÉÉÅ +É´«ÉÖÅ Uà. +É¶ÉÉ 
Uà Hà +É ̀ `¡É·{É¥ÉéH ~ÉÖÊ»lÉHÉ'' Ê´ÉvÉoÉÔ+Éà{Éà, Ê¶ÉKÉHÉà{Éà, +ÉSÉÉ«ÉÇ¸ÉÒ+Éà{Éà +{Éà ́ ÉÉ±ÉÒ+Éà{Éà ©ÉÉNÉÇq¶ÉÇH ¥É{ÉÒ 
ù¾à¶Éà.

[ÉÉ{É «ÉÖNÉ{ÉÉ {É´ÉlÉù Ê¶ÉKÉiÉ lÉà©ÉW ©ÉÚ±«ÉÉÅH{É{ÉÉ ¾àlÉÖ+Éà ©ÉÉy«ÉÊ©ÉH +{Éà ASSÉlÉù ©ÉÉy«ÉÊ©ÉH 
HKÉÉ{ÉÉlÉ©ÉÉ©É Ê´ÉvÉoÉÔ+Éà »É£³lÉÉ{ÉÉà +{ÉÖ§É´É +{Éà lÉà{ÉÉ +É{ÉÅq{ÉÒ lÉH ©Éà³´Éà, qùàH Ê´ÉºÉ«É©ÉÉÅ {Éä~ÉÖi«É ¡ÉÉ~lÉ 
HùÒ ¡ÉNÉÊlÉ¶ÉÒ±É ¥É{Éà lÉà ©ÉÉ÷à +É +Éq¶ÉÇ ¡É·{É¥ÉéH ~ÉÖÊ»lÉHÉ©ÉÉÅ +©ÉÉùÒ ÷Ò©É +àV«ÉÖHà¶É{Éà Wà W¾à©ÉlÉ AcÉ´ÉÒ lÉà 
HÉ¥ÉÒ±Éà lÉÉùÒ£ Uà. +É ̀ `+Éq¶ÉÇ ¡É·{É¥ÉéH'' ~ÉÖÊ»lÉHÉ{ÉÒ »ÉÅùSÉ{ÉÉ +ÅNÉà{ÉÉ §ÉNÉÒùoÉ HÉ«ÉÇ©ÉÉÅ ́ É±É»ÉÉe ÊW±±ÉÉ{ÉÒ 
¶ÉÉ³ÉHÒ«É ~ÉùÒKÉÉ »ÉÊ©ÉÊlÉ, Ê´ÉºÉ«É H{´ÉÒ{Éù¸ÉÒ+Éà, Ê´ÉºÉ«É lÉW[É Ê¶ÉKÉHÉà+à ~ÉÚiÉÇ ¡ÉÊlÉ¥ÉulÉÉ qÉLÉ´ÉÒ »É©ÉOÉ 
~ÉÖÊ»lÉHÉ{Éà +ÉLÉùÒ +Éà~É +É~«ÉÉà Uà; Wà »ÉùÉ¾{ÉÒ«É Uà.

fu. yuV. JtmttJtt
rsjjtt rNtHtKttr"tfthe, Jtjtmttz
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»É©ÉOÉ +àV«ÉÖHà¶É{É ÷Ò©É ́ É±É»ÉÉe, ÊW±±ÉÉ ¶ÉÉ³ÉHÒ«É ~ÉùÒKÉÉ »ÉÊ©ÉÊlÉ ́ É±É»ÉÉe, Ê´ÉºÉ«É H{´ÉÒ{Éù¸ÉÒ+Éà, 
Ê´ÉºÉ«É lÉW[É Ê¶ÉKÉHÉà lÉoÉÉ HÉ´ÉàùÒ ¡Éà»É SÉÒLÉ±ÉÒ{ÉÉà +Ê§É{ÉÅq{É »É¾ +É§ÉÉù ´«ÉGlÉ HùÒ+à UÒ+à.               
©ÉÉ-£ÉA{eà¶É{É ´ÉÉ~ÉÒ, ¸ÉÒ©ÉqÃ ùÉWSÉÅr NÉÖùÖHÖ±É yÉù©É~ÉÖù +{Éà ~ÉÉùÖ±É «ÉÖÊ{É´ÉÊ»ÉÇ÷Ò, ´ÉeÉàqùÉ lÉoÉÉ +{«É 
qÉlÉÉ+Éà{ÉÉà »É¾HÉù ¥Éq±É +É§ÉÉù ́ «ÉGlÉ HùÒ+à UÒ+à. »É©ÉOÉ ́ É±É»ÉÉe ÊW±±ÉÉ{ÉÒ +àV«ÉÖGà¶É{É ÷Ò©É{ÉÒ +oÉÉNÉ 
©É¾à{ÉlÉoÉÒ +{Éà SÉÒ´É÷oÉÒ ̀ `+Éq¶ÉÇ ¡É·{É ¥ÉéH'' ~ÉÖÊ»lÉHÉ Ê{É©ÉÉÇiÉ ~ÉÉ©ÉÒ Uà, lÉàoÉÒ +©ÉÉà ¾ÊºÉÇlÉ UÒ+à. Ê´ÉvÉoÉÔ 
Ê´ÉºÉ«É »ÉÉoÉà +{ÉÖ¥ÉÅyÉ »ÉÉyÉÒ ~ÉÊùiÉÉ©É{ÉÒ NÉÖiÉ´ÉnÉÉ ¡ÉÉ~lÉ HùÒ ¶ÉHà lÉà ©ÉÉ÷à +©ÉÉà+à +vlÉ{É ¡É«ÉÉ»ÉÉà H«ÉÉÇ Uà. 
lÉà©É UlÉÉÅ G«ÉÉÅH HÉà> mÉÖÊ÷ WiÉÉ«É lÉÉà »ÉÚSÉ{ÉÉà +É´ÉHÉ«ÉÇ Uà. ¸ÉuÉ Uà Hà +É +Éq¶ÉÇ ¡É·{É¥ÉéH ~ÉÖÊ»lÉHÉ 
Ê´ÉvÉoÉÔ+Éà, Ê¶ÉKÉHÉà, +ÉSÉÉ«ÉÇ¸ÉÒ+Éà lÉoÉÉ ´ÉÉ±ÉÒ+Éà{Éà A~É«ÉÉàNÉÒ {ÉÒ´ÉeÒ §ÉÊ´Éº«É{ÉÒ »É£³lÉÉ{ÉÉ wÉù APÉÉeÒ, 
¡ÉNÉÊlÉ{ÉÉ ~ÉÅoÉà qÉàùÒ »ÉÅSÉÉù Hù¶Éà +{Éà »ÉÉ£±«ÉlÉÉ{ÉÒ ©ÉÅÊW±É Ê´ÉvÉoÉÔ+Éà{Éà +SÉÚH »ÉÉÅ~Ée¶Éà. +à´ÉÒ +ÅlÉ&HùiÉoÉÒ 
¶ÉÖ§ÉàSUÉ »É¾.

ÊH¶É{É +à£. ́ É»ÉÉ´ÉÉ
ÊW±±ÉÉ Ê¶ÉKÉiÉÉÊyÉHÉùÒ
´É±É»ÉÉe, ÊW. ́ É±É»ÉÉe
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J©É Ê´ÉºÉ«É lÉW[É¸ÉÒ ¶ÉÉ³É{ÉÖÅ {ÉÉ©É
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¡ÉàùiÉÉ - ©ÉÉNÉÇq¶ÉÇ{É
¸ÉÒ Hà. +à£. ´É»ÉÉ´ÉÉ

ÊW±±ÉÉ Ê¶ÉKÉiÉÉÊyÉHÉùÒ, ´É±É»ÉÉe.

&& »ÉÅH±É{É &&
¸ÉÒ©ÉlÉÒ Êe©~É±É¥Éà{É +Éù. ~É÷à±É

©Éqq{ÉÒ¶É Ê¶ÉKÉiÉ Ê{ÉùÒKÉH

&& ©ÉÖrH &&
HÉ´ÉàùÒ Ê¡É{÷ùÒ, SÉÒLÉ±ÉÒ.

Ê´ÉºÉ«É & +ÅOÉàY

J©É H{´ÉÒ{Éù ¶ÉÉ³É{ÉÖÅ {ÉÉ©É

1.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

¸ÉÒ©ÉlÉÒ ©ÉÒ{ÉÉ¥Éà{É »ÉÉà±ÉÅHÒ {ÉNÉù~ÉÉÊ±ÉHÉ ¾É>»HÚ±É, yÉù©É~ÉÖù.

¥ÉÉ> +ÉÅ´ÉÉ¥ÉÉ> ¾É>»HÚ±É, ´É±É»ÉÉe.

AnÉù ¥ÉÖÊ{É«ÉÉqÒ Ê´ÉvÉ±É«É, »ÉÉ´Éù©ÉÉ³

Êq´ÉÉ±É«É ¾É>»HÚ±É,  £Ö±É´ÉÉeÒ

»ÉùHÉùÒ ©ÉÉ.A.©ÉÉ.¶ÉÉ³É, ¾{É©ÉlÉ©ÉÉ³

+à»É. ´ÉÒ. ~É÷à±É »ÉÉ´ÉÇ. ¾É>»HÚ±É, +É»ÉÖùÉ

»ÉùHÉùÒ ©ÉÉy«ÉÊ©ÉH ¶ÉÉ³É, yÉÉ©ÉiÉÒ

Hà.eÒ. ¥ÉÒ ¾É>»HÚ±É, »ÉùÒNÉÉ©É

»ÉÉ´ÉÇWÊ{ÉH ©ÉÉy«É ¶ÉÉ³É, ~ÉÉù{ÉàùÉ

¸ÉÒ H±~Éà¶É§ÉÉ> ~É÷à±É

¸ÉÒ ¡É¶ÉÉÅlÉ§ÉÉ> ©ÉW©ÉÖqÉù

¸ÉÒ ùÉHà¶É§ÉÉ> ´É»ÉÉ´ÉÉ

¸ÉÒ +Ê§ÉºÉàH§ÉÉ> qnÉÉ

¸ÉÒ »ÉÊlÉºÉ§ÉÉ> +ÉÊ¾ùà

¸ÉÒ Ê´É{É«É§ÉÉ> SÉÉÅ~ÉÉ{ÉàùÒ

¸ÉÒ Êq~ÉH§ÉÉ> ~É÷à±É

¸ÉÒ©ÉlÉÒ {ÉÒlÉÉ¥Éà{É ~É÷à±É
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ENGLISH (SL) - STD : 10
Section A

~ Read the extracts and answer the questions (Question : 1 to 10)           10

Unit 1 Against the Odds

(1) For twenty five years, residents of Taj Nagar village near Gurgaon lobbied for a 
railway station in their village. When their demand was not met, the villagers decided to 
take the matters into their own hands. They pooled in twenty one lakh rupees and built a 
railway station on their own.

1. What was the demand of the residents of Taj Nagar ?
Ans. The residents of Taj Nagar demanded for the railway station in their village.
2. How long did the people of Tajnagar lobby for a railway station ?
Ans. The people of Taj Nagar lobbied for a railway station for 25 years.

(2) Most of the three thousand people living in the village are farmers. But such was 
the burning desire to have station in the village, everybody contributed accordingly to their 
capacity. Ranging from three thousand rupees to seventy-five thousand rupees. “They 
donated money for  the station and we started the construction in January 2008,” said 
Ranjit Singh, a former village sarpanch. 

1.  How many farmers were in the Taj Nagar?
Ans. There were three thousand farmers in the Taj Nagar.
2. When did they start the construction of the railway station ?
Ans. They started the construction of railway station in January 2008.

(3) In rural Uttar Pradesh, over sixty percent of households are without power. Sitapur district 
is one such place with no power.A small social enterprise called Mera Gao Power (MGP) is 
trying to change things. They are putting two solar panels at a time. In just over a year, MGP 
has connected more than 3,500 customers to solar power mini-grids at a village level. 

1. What is the full form of MGP ?
Ans. The full form of MGP is Mera Gao Power.
2. How many customers have been connected ?
Ans. MGP has connected more than 3,500 customers to solar power mini-grids at    

avillage level. 

(4) But it has recently been in the news for different reasons. A third of its thousand 
members are women. These women, supported by the shared space the library offered 
them, launched a women's unit in February, 2014.The unit got together to discuss the 
methods of empowering women.

1. How many Women members joined the library ?
Ans. A third of its thousand members are women members.
2. When did the library launch a women's unit ?
Ans. The library launched a women's unit in February, 2014.

(5) It was noted that the lending libraries of earlier times are disappearing and the 
present rural reading rooms were too often full of only male readers. The unit discussed 
that If the once well read women of Kerala continue to squander their hours in front of 
television. It would encourage a climate in which women are afraid to go out after dark. So, 
the unit has formulated plans on opening separate reading rooms for women.
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1. What was the problem of the libraries of earlier times and the present
  times ?
Ans. The libraries of earlier times are disappearing and the present libraries were too 

often full of only male readers.
2. If the women wasted their time in watching TV........................................
Ans. If the women wasted their time in watching TV it would encourage a climate in 

which women are afraid to go out after dark.

(6) Palakkad's district library stands tall as a beacon to encourage women's 
empowerment through classes, clubs, workshops and reading rooms. And there are the 
books, which will provide, the women the strength they need to ,make good use of these 
opportunities.
1. How does district library encourage women ?
Ans. District library encourages women by classes, clubs, workshops and reading 

rooms.
2. For what does Palakkad's district library stand ?
Ans. Palakkad's district library stands for women's empowerment.

Unit 2 The Human Robot

(1) “I must tell you like all robots, and adhering to the discipline of robotics, Ram 
Singh has an in built system of three principles : the robot will obey his master, the robot 
will not harm humans an the robot will not take harm to self.
1. Which Principle impressed the master ?
Ans. The principle , “the robot will obey his master” impressed his master.
2. What are the three principles of Ram Singh 070 ?
Ans. The three principles are as follows: the robot will obey his master, the robot will 

not harm humans an the robot will not take harm to self.

(2) In the market, robots carrying heavy packets, buying theater tickets, carrying 
groceries to the cars were a common sight but still strange and amusing servants. Ram 
Singh-070 was thoroughly efficient. With tremendous speed and accuracy, he collected the 
groceries into the shopping trolly and paused for the next command. “ Two kilograms of 
mangoes  ripe and juicy,” commanded Prem Chopra from a distance, seeing a huge pile of 
mangoes.
1. How did Ram Singh collected the groceries ?
Ans.  Ram Sing collected the groceries with tremendous speed and accuracy.
2. Which fruit did Ram Singh buy ?
Ans. Ram Singh bought ripe and juicy mango fruits.

(3) Ram Singh-070 followed Prem Chopra like a faithful dog when he stopped at 
Gopal Jewellers. Through the glass window, he saw a generous display of gold ornaments. 
Quickly Prem Chopra disappeared around the corner and spoke into the remote control  
softly and clearly. “Pick up a necklace and hide. No noise. Information not to be revealed. 
Top secret. Otherwise I will defuse your system.”, he threatened.
1. How did Ram Singh follow Prem Chopra ?
Ans. Ram Singh-070 followed Prem Chopra like a faithful dog.
2. What command did Prem Chopra gave to Ram Singh ?
Ans. Prem Chopra commanded Ram Singh to pick up a necklace very softly and 
clearly. And ordered not to reveal the top secret information.

(4) One day Prem Chopra guided Ram Singh- 070 to Jhaveri Brothers for lifting 
precious gems. The police was waiting in readiness and the computerized cameras capable 
of split second recording. Ram Singh robot was caught. Through binoculars, two persons 
noting down Ram Singh's license number printed on his neck.

ENGLISH       : 6
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1. What were two persons noting down ?
Ans. Through binoculars, two persons noting down Ram Singh's license number printed 

on his neck.
2. How was Ram Singh caught ?
Ans. When Prem Chopra guided Ram Singh- 070 to Jhaveri Brothers for lifting precious 

gems, the police was waiting there with computerized cameras. They captured all 
illegal activity of  Ram Singh and caught him.

(5) The next day, the court was overcrowded with people keen to watch a robot in the 
witness box. Counsel Goel was ticking points till the last moment. He appeared confident 
and crisp but so was Prem Chopra. Never would this machine man betray his master. The 
proceedings began and Ram Singh-070 appeared in the witness box.
1. Why was Prem Chopra confident when Ram Singh was called to the court ?
Ans. Prem Chopra was confident because he believed that Ram Singh, the machine man 

would never betray his master.
2. What happened the next day ?
Ans. The next day, the court was overcrowded with people who came to watch a robot in 

the witness box.
(6) A clicking sound indicated the hampering of running tapes and jamming of caution signals 

pip-pip, pip-pip. The cracking sound and the indigo light intensified. A red light flashed on 
the forehead of Ram Singh robot signaling “Danger. Reporting system failed.” Tiny 
shutters in the center of his chest opened displaying a small TV screen flashing. “SYSTEM 
DISINTEGRATED.” Ram Singh robot had defused. 
1. A clicking sound indicated __________. (Complete the sentence.) 
Ans. A clicking sound indicated the hampering of running tapes. 
2. What message was flashed on the screen ? 
Ans. The message flashed on the screen was : System Disintegrated. 
3. What happened to the robot ? 
Ans. The robot had defused.

Unit 3 An Interview with Arun Krishnamurthy

(1) A beautiful lake next to my house, which once had a lot of birds, frogs and snakes, 
was heavily polluted. It led to the spread of mosquitoes and turned a lovely place into an 
ugly neighborhood. This hurt me badly and I wanted to do something about it. I got together 
with a couple of my friends and cleaned the pond next to my house. This was the first 
activity.
1. Where was a beautiful lake ?
Ans. A beautiful lake was next to narrators house.
2. How did the author clean the pond ?
Ans. The author got together with his friends and cleaned the pond.

(2) I have supportive parents who understood that my interest was the environment. 
They have never stopped me from doing what I want. On my part, I also made sure that I did 
not fail my parents in any way. I always informed them about everything I did and took their 
advice before jumping into actions. I have teachers who taught me how to go about things.
1. How are narrator's parents ?
Ans. The narrator's parents are very supportive. They understand author's interest in 

environment.
2. What do teachers teach to narrator ?
Ans. The teachers taught to narrator how to go about things.

ENGLISH       : 7
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(3) Everything from a diaper to worn out slippers --- we find everything in our lakes. This is so 
disturbing because it is water and water is the basis of life. How can we not care for these 
water bodies ? We use this garbage for landfill with no or minimal exposure to the outside 
environment. We ensure that the lake area and water holding are free of garbage so that 
birds, frogs and snakes can live in peace.
1. What kind of garbage do people throw into lakes ?
Ans. People throw everything from diaper to worn out slippers into lakes.
2. What is the basis of life ?
Ans. Water is the basis of life.

(4) We wear nose masks, sanitary gloves and carry rakes and spades with which we 
collect the garbage and dump it into collection buckets which are taken to the garbage 
truck. We also use heavy machinery like earth movers and Poclain to distill the lake and 
clear the weeds and shrubs that are harmful.
1. Which tools do they use for protection ?
Ans. They use masks, sanitary gloves for protection.
2. How do they clear the weeds and shrubs from the lake ?
Ans. They use heavy machinery like earth movers and Poclain  clear the weeds and 

shrubs from the lake.
(5) Firstly, we should all stop throwing trash outside our homes. Next, we should 

reduce the amount of trash we generate. Straws, tissues, wrappers, batteries, fast food junk, 
all these end up in lakes and they come from our homes. If we can reduce the amount of 
garbage at home and if we can dispose all garbage safely, that itself is a great deal. Every 
student is welcome to volunteer with us in helping the environment.
1. Which two advice should we follow to protect our environment ?
Ans. To protect our environment we should stop throwing trash outside our homes and 

reduce the amount of trash we generate.
2. Which things pollutes our lakes most ?
Ans. Things like straws, tissues, wrappers, batteries, fast food junk etc. pollutes our lake 

most.
Unit 4 A Wonderful Creation

(1) The good Lord was extremely busy that day. He was into his six day of overtime. 
When he was working with full concentration, an angel appeared and commented, “You are 
taking so much care for creating this creature.” “That's true”, said the Lord. “Do you want 
to know the details?” “What are they ?” the angel was curious.
1. Which two character are talking here ?
Ans. The god and the angel are talking here.
2. The messenger of God is called ?
Ans. The messenger of God is called the angel.

(2) “All her parts should be movable and replaceable too. She had a lap that disappears 
when she stands up. I have to endow her with a kiss that can cure everything - from a broken 
leg to a broken heart. Moreover, she has to have six pairs of hands. She must be able to run 
on any food available....... and ....... should have three pairs of eye.”
1. What can cure everything ?
Ans. A kiss can cure everything - from a broken leg to a broken heart.
2. Find out the word which means ' Vanish'.
Ans.  Vanish means 'disappear'

ENGLISH       : 8
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(3) “The angel shook his head slowly and said, “A mighty impossible task, I suppose, 
Six pairs of hands ? No way !” “No, these hands are not a problem for me. It is the three pairs 
of eyes that the mothers have to have.” Lord looked puzzled. “ Oh, so you are creating 
standard model of a mother / But three Pairs of Eyes? What for ?” the angel got interested.
1. What was the problem for the lord ?
Ans. Three pairs of eyes was the problem for the lord.
2. What kind of model the god was creating ?
Ans.  The God was creating the standard model of a mother.

(4) The angel was impressed. He went closer to the model and moved his finger across 
the cheek, “Oh Lord, her eyes are leaking !” “How did this happen ? It must be a tear. I have 
not put it there. It is a miracle !” The lord exclaimed. “But, what is a tear for, my Lord ?” “It 
is something unique. May be it is for pain, for Joy, Pride, disappointment, loneliness' the 
Lord explained.
1. What did the angel find on mother's cheek ?
Ans. The angel found a tear on mother's cheek.
2. The tear stands for……………….
Ans. The tear stands for  pain, for joy pride, disappointment and loneliness.

Unit 5 Playing With Fire

(1) The science of fireworks is technically called 'pyrotechnics'  from the Greek word, 
'pyr' meaning fire and 'technics' meaning an art. Pyrotechnics includes not only fireworks 
but also a whole range of devices that use similar materials and principles, from safety 
matches that we use every day to solid fuel rocket boosters of the space shuttle. The 
household match is considered a special pyrotechnic device, as all the pyrotechnic effects  
heat, smoke, light, gas, and sound are present in it.
1. What is Pyrotechnics ?
Ans. Pyrotechnics is the science of fireworks. 'Pyr' meaning fire and 'technics' 

meaning an art.
2. Why do the household match is considered a special pyrotechnic device ?
Ans. The household match is considered a special pyrotechnic device because all the 

pyrotechnic effects  heat, smoke, light, gas, and sound are present in it.

(2) However , the Chinese are generally considered the pioneers of pyrotechnics. They are 
said to have developed, 'black powder' more than one thousand years ago. It took at 
least two hundreds years for the knowledge to spread to the west, and it was only in 
1242 that an English monk, Roger Bacon, revealed the formula for 'black powder' . He 
considered it such a dangerous substance that he wrote in a code language.
1. What did the Chinese developed ?
Ans. The Chinese have developed  'black powder' more than one thousand years ago.
2. Why did Roger Bacon write in code language ?
Ans. Roger Bacon wrote in code language because black powder was a dangerous 

substance.

(3) The basic formula of the black powder, or gun powder, has remained unchanged 
for centuries. It is a blend of potassium nitrate, charcoal and sulphur in the ratio of 75 : 
15 : 10 by weight. It is almost the perfect combination as it is and no further 
improvements or alternations need be made. Experts say that this might be the only 
chemical products still using the same age old proportions and manufacturing 
techniques.

ENGLISH       : 9
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1. What is the formula for black powder ?
Ans. The black powder is the blend of potassium nitrate, charcoal and sulphur in the 
ratio of  75 : 15 : 10. This formula has remained unchanged for centuries.
2. What do the experts say about the formula of black powder ?
Ans. Experts say that black powder might be the only chemical products still using 

the same age old proportions and manufacturing techniques.

(4) The principle behind any firework is that when heat is applied to fuel (the gun 
powder), it burns using oxygen. However, because the fuel is packed tightly to keep the 
heat in the burning take place all of a sudden, it causes the characteristic loud noise. The 
actual manufacturing process of fire work is simple. The raw materials required are fuel 
binders, Oxidizers (to make it burn) and a few other materials. The ingredients are ground 
and mixed well through a machine from which it comes out as long rolls or strips, and then 
rolled in cardboard or old newspapers with a fuse.
1. What is the principle behind any firework ?
Ans. The principle behind any firework is when heat is applied to fuel it burns using 

oxygen.
2. Why is the firework make loud noise ?
Ans. The firework make loud noise because the fuel is packed tightly to keep the heat 

in. The burning takes place all of a sudden which makes loud noise.

(5) In India, fireworks used to be imported from China. During the Second World 
War, these imports were stopped, and the safety match producers of Sivakasi in Tamil 
Nadu began manufacturing fireworks for Deepavali. In 1992, the country used about 60 
cores worth of firework and 60 to 70 percent of this came from Sivakasi .
1. Why were the imports from China stopped ?
Ans. The imports from China were stopped due to the Second World War.
2. How much fireworks from Sivakasi were used in the country ?
Ans. 60 to 70 percent of fireworks from Sivakasi were used in the country.  

Unit 6 I Love You Teacher

(1) Some days later , we were walking in our garden . Suddenly my teacher put my hand under 
the water tap. As the cool flow of water ran over one hand, she spelt w-a-t-e-r on my other 
palm. We played this game every day touching different objects. It awakened my soul. I 
came to know that everything had a name. Now each name gave birth to a new thought. 
Every object I touched seemed to throb with life. Aha! I was connected with the world 
through all the words.
1. How did Miss Sullivan teach Helen ?
Ans. With the game of touching every object and writing it's name on the palm of Helen, 

Miss Sullivan taught her every day.
2. How Helen was connected with the world ?
Ans. When Helen Touched every object around her she was connected with the world.

(2) The second stage of learning was more difficult. It was also based on the sense of touch. 
Miss Sullivan would speak a word, and ask me to touch her lips and throat slowly. I learnt to 
speak through the movements of the lips and the vibration in the throat. When I uttered my 
first word, it gave me boundless delight.
1. The Second stage of learning is based on . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ans. The Second stage of learning is based on sense of touch.
2. When did Helen get boundless delight ?
Ans. After learning to speak through the movements of the lips and the vibration in the 

throat. When Helen uttered her first word, it gave her boundless delight.
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(3) Now I started talking with my toys, stones, trees and birds in the garden. I felt 
amazed and delighted as my sister ran to me when I called her, and my dog obeyed my 
commands. I was able to speak. It was a miracle!
1. When did Helen feel amazed and delighted ?
Ans. Helen's sister ran to her when she called her, and her dog obeyed her commands    

Helen felt amazed and delighted.
2. What was a miracle ?
Ans. Helen was able to speak. That was a miracle.

(4) In 1896, I moved onto the Cambridge school for Young Ladies in Massachusetts. 
This was really a great achievement for a lady like me who was blind, deaf and could barely 
produce sounds for communication. I began writing poems and stories. Shortly before my 
examination, I lost my father. Although emotionally disturbed, I did my best in the 
examination.
1. When did Helen move to Cambridge School ?
Ans. Helen moved to Cambridge school for Young Ladies in 1896.
2. Why was Helen emotionally disturbed ?
Ans. Helen was emotionally disturbed because she lost her father.

11. Write a short note focusing on the question : (any one) (Que 11)        3     
1. Taj Nagar Railway Station :  ( Most IMP) 

What was the need for the railway station ? – Why did the people want the railway 
station ?– What was the response of the railway ? – What did the villagers do ?  – How much 
money did they pool in ? –When was railway station built ?
2. MGP's efforts for Solar Power in Sitapur district :

What has MGP done in the Village ? – What do the Solar - micro - grids provide the 
customers ?– At what Cost ? – Why does the MGP team map the Village ? – What are the 
benefits of the Solar Power ?
3. Palakkad's District library :  ( IMP ) 

When was the library established ? – What does the library aim at ? – What is special 
about the members of the library ? – What does the library offer ? –Is it safe for Women ? – 
What does the library stand for ?
4. Ramsingh 070 :  ( Most IMP ) 

(Colour of Ram Singh –070 – in built system of three principles – produced in court 
– programmed for – Prem Chopra had threatened to diffuse him – goes to court) how did he 
behave in the court ?
5. Prem Chopra :

(Why did Prem Chopra buy robot – owner of Ram Singh 070 –what did he order to 
do to Ram Singh –Why did he impressed with first principle ? – How did he behave in the 
court – At the end what happened to him)
6. Arun Krishnamurthy :  ( Most IMP) 

(Who is he ? – Name of NGO – How old was he ? – When did he found NGO ? – 
What are the activities of Arun and his team ? – His first activity – Arun's view on birds and 
animals – Why did he quit his job ? – How did he encourage students ?
7. Role of Arun's Parents and teachers in his activities.

How did Arun's Parents support him ? – What did he do so that he did not fail his 
parents ? – What did his parents teach him.
8. Mother - a wonderful Creation   OR  Details of the wonderful Creation.       ( Most 
IMP) 

What kind of creation did the Lord create ? – How are her all parts ? – How many pairs of 
hands and eyes does a mother have ? – What is her skill regarding kitchen ? – What did 
the angel find while observing her ? – Why are tears miracle ? - What are they for ?
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9. Qualities found in a mother.
What did the god endow the mother ? – What can a kiss do ? – How can a mother feed a 
family with limited things ? – What has the Lord put in her ? – What can the mother do ? – 
How does the mother manage her child's routine ?
10. Pyrotechnics :  ( Most  IMP) 
What is pyrotechnics? - what is meaning  of it? - what  does  it  includes? -why is the 
household  match a special pyrotechnic device? - who  are  the  pioneer  of  pyrotechnics ? 
11. Gunpowder : 
Black powder or gun powder, - the basic material used in fireworks, - invented in India - 
- more than thousand years ago - in 1242 an English monk, Roger bacon, revealed the 
formula for black powder - The basic formula of the black powder, or gun powder, has 
remained unchanged for centuries. 
12. Helen Keller - a gifted learner :  ( Most IMP) 
How was she in her young age ? – Who helped her ? – How did she learn writing and 
speaking ? – How did her teacher satisfy her curiosity ? – What were her achievements ? – 
What did she think about the blind ?
13. Anne Sullivan – A Wonderful Teacher :  ( Most IMP) 

What was Sullivan ? – How did she teach Helen ? – How did she give answer of Helen  ? 
Which subjects did she teach interestingly ? - How did she teach Helen to read? - What was 
her sacrifice?

 ~ Write whether the Sentences are True or False  (Que 12, 13, 14, 15)                   4
       
1. The Government funded twenty one Lakh rupees to build the Railway Station. False
2. Majority of People living in Taj Nagar are farmers. True
3. Ranjitsingh is the sarpanch of Taj Nagar Village. False
4. Azaz, the electrician, was given the job of a technician. False
5. Out of thousand members of the library, three hundred thirty tree are women. True
6. The library arranged Seminars to solve the family problems of women. True 
7. Separate reading room for women was set up to give them safe space. True 
8. The railway lines passed through Taj Nagar Village. True 
9. MGP provides two LED lights and a mobile charging point to all paying households.

True 
10.The panels are installed in northerly direction to capture as much Sunlight as possible.

False
11. The roof of the highest building is chosen to install panels and battery. False
12.The Palakkad District Public Library has been Set up Since September 2014. False
13.In rural Uttar Pradesh MGP has connected more than 3500 customers to Solar Power 

minigrids at a village level. True
14. In Palakkad Public Library a women's unit was launched in February 2014. True
15. Solar power  is a smoke full source of light. False
16. In Taj Nagar twenty one member team was formed and the team started 

Collecting money from Villagers. False
17. Palakkad's district library stands tall as a beacon to encourage women's empowerment.

True
18. In rural Uttar Pradesh over Sixty Six percent of households are without power. False
19. The women's unit got together to discuss methods of empowering women. True
20. MGP means Mera Gao PowerPoint. False
21. Prem Chopra demonstrated the gait, grip, movement and some programmed function.

False
22. Ram Sing heard the first principle and it impressed him. False
23. Ram Sing 070 was thoroughly efficient . True
24. In no time Ramsing 070 had selected the best ones. True
25. Ram Sing 070 moved inside the shop and close to the counter. False
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26.Prem Chopra was arrested from his home, as the owner of the Ram Simng 070- the  
thief. True

27.‘Robot goes to movie’ were the headlines in the next day’s papers.             False
28.Counsel Goel was ticking of  points till the last moment. True
29.Prem Smiled softly staring at Chopra.              False
30.The Counsel picked up his file and with a bow left the court room. True
31. Our Youngest volunteers is in class 4. False
32. Firstly we should all stop throwing trash outside our home. True
33. We wear nose masks, sanitary gloves. True
34. Everything from diaper to worn out slippers - we find everything in our roads. False
35. Miss Sullivan sacrificed her eyesight for  Helen. True
36. I have teachers who taught me how to go about things. True
37. I am not an environmentalist, I am an activist. False
38. It is always good to decide in  favour of what you really love to do. True
39. Arun Krishnamurthy was just 18 years old when he founded the NGO. False
40. These animals are on their own, find their own food are always active. True
41. The angel was extremely busy to make the model of the mother. False
42. The angel was curious to know about the Lord. False
43. The good Lord created the perfect model of the mother in a day. False
44. The mother has a lap that disappears when she stands up. True
45. The angel wanted to know the details of the creation. True
46. The hands of the mother were a problem for the Lord. False
47. A  Mother's kiss can cure everything. True
48. A Mother can heal herself when she is sick. True
49. The angel thought that the model of a mother was tough. False
50. The tears of mother are unique. True
51. The greatest danger of pyrotechnics is sound. False
52. We must light fireworks wearing long, loose nylon clothes. False
53. The household match is a special pyrotechnic device. True
54. The formula of gun powder is perfect and need not be changed. False
55. Incandescent light is produced by heating an object till it glow. True
56. On getting a burn due to fireworks, you should first apply oil on it. False
57. Sivakasi is the major producer of fireworks in India. True
58. The ancient text describing fireworks is Shukranti. False
59. An American monk revealed the secret of firework. False
60. Helen lost her father while she was preparing herself for the exam. True
61. 'Black box' is the basic materials used in fireworks. False
62. Roger Bacon, an English monk, revealed the formula for black powder. True
63. The basic formula for black powder keeps on changing. False
64. Helen went to the Perkin Institution in the year 1889. False
65. The country used about 40 Crores worth of firework. False
66. Fireworks should not be stored, handled and bit with care. False
67.The raw materials required are fuel, binders, oxidizers and a few other materials. True
68. Fireworks should never ever be lit inside a house. True
69. Since Helen was deaf, she learnt to speak. False
70. Miss Sullivan used to take Helen to long driving every morning. False
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 Section - B
~    Read the Stanza and answer the questions : (Que 16,17,18)         3                                                                   

1. This song of mine will........................ like a kiss of blessing.
1. What will the Song do ?
2. What is the song compared to ?
3. Whom does the poet address the song ?
4. Where will the song touch the child ?
5. How will be the touch ?

2. When you are alone ........................... verge of the unknown.
1. What will the song do when the child is alone ?
2. When will the song fence the boy ?
3. How will the song fence the boy ?
4. Find out the similar word for 'detachment' from the stanza.

3. It will be like the .................................. in your living heart.
1. How will the song be in the dark night ?
2. What will the song do like a faithful star ?
3. Where will the song stay ?
4. What will the song stay ?
5. What may happen to the poet ?
6. Who will keep the poet alive ?
7. Whom does the poet represent in the poem ?

4. The sky of the white paper ....................................A one - eyed sun on the black tree.
1. Where is the airplane walking ? 
2. What is there on the eyes of peacock ?
3. Who is having conversation with the cow ?

5.  A blue fish flying on the forehead ................................... is busy drawing strange 
picture                  

1. Where is blue fish flying ?
2. What is swimming ?
3. Who is busy in drawing strange picture ? 

 
~ Read the paragraph and answer the questions :(Que 19,20,21,22,23)                   5                                                                  

1. Black buck is the fastest .................................. city of  Bhavnagar.
1. Where is the blackbuck found in India ?
2. Which is the original living place of Blackbuck ?
3. Where is the famous blackbuck National Park in Gujarat ?
4. Where is it situated ?
5. The thick means ..................

2. The blackbuck is also known ................................. areas where they live.
1. What is the blackbuck called in Telugu ?
2. Which state has declared the blackbuck as its state animal ?
3. What does the Indian mythology say about the blackbuck ?
4. What does the Garudapurana say about the blackbuck ?
5. What is the blackbuck called in Marathi ?

3. Bhavnagar airport is ............................. kalveet in Marathi.
1. Find out the names of international airport.
2. Name the state animal of Andhrapradesh.
3. Give the various names of the blackbuck.
4. Which Railway Station is the closest to Velavadar ?
5. Find out the similar for ‘nearest’.

4.  The blackbuck is famous for ............................... Prey upon the blackbucks.
1. What is the blackbuck famous for ?
2. What is the colour of the female blackbuck ?
3. How do the blackbucks roam ?
4. What is the maximum speed of the blackbuck ?
5. Who is the threat for the blackbuck ?
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5. In the morning, just like ...................................... my fees and not eat jalebis."
1. What was the boy's plan to pay his fees ?
2. What did the boy come to know ?
3. What did master Ghulam Mohammed announce ?
4. The boy went at the ............... .
5. A Farishta came and put four rupees in boy's pocket - True or False.

6. I was in the fifth standard................................... Mohammad in school tomorrow ?
1. In which standard was the boy studying ?
2. How many rupees did the boy have in his pocket ?
3. Why were the fees to be collected next day ?
4. What are meant to be eaten according to one win ?
5. Find out the word from the paragraph which mean's ‘wrong advise’.

7. The next day I did the same ..................................... I screamed and run away ?
1. What did the boy do the next day ?
2. What did the boy pray ?
3. What did the boy ask allah miyan to do while he touched the signal and come back ?
4. What happened when the boy lifted the rock ?
5. What was the boy doing when he returned after touching the signal ?

8. The coins were so keen .................................. Well and distributed them.
1. How many rupees worth of Jalebi's did the boy buy the first time ?
2. What did the boy do with the Jalebis that he bought the first time ?
3. How many rupees worth of jalebis did the boy buy the second time ?
4. What did the boy do with the jalebis that he bought the second time ?
5. Who gathered around the boy ?

9. "A  small talking dog ................ become a doctor."
1. What could the small dog do ?
2. What did the dog do on the stage in the theater ?
3. What was the small dog doing when the bigger dog entered the theater ?
4. Who was that bigger dog ?
5. What did the mother dog want her little one to be ?

10. "Mr Jones was very ................. can see from here."
1. Mr Jones was very fond of ............... (Complete the sentences)
2. Where did Mr Jones go one year ?
3. Why did the guide warn Mr Jones to be careful while climbing a peak ?
4. Why did the guide advise Mr Jones to look to the right while falling down ?
5. Find out the similar words for the following from the text : 

(i) Peacefully (ii) Scene
11. "Lal could not read ................. open it and read it."

1. Lal could not read and write means __________ .
2. What did Lal get one day ?
3. Where did Lal go after receiving the letter ?
4. Khan could read and write means he was  __________ .
5. Where was Mr. Khan sitting ?

12. "A warrior killed ................ completed this tunnel."
1. What did the warrior do ?
2. Why did the warrior run away ?
3. Why did the warrior return ?
4. What did the warrior decide to do to connect the village with the rest of the world ?
5. The former warrior was not ready and willing to be killed by a young man. True or 

False.
13. "The Young man agreed .................. walked away".

1. Why did the youth raise the sword ?
2. Who was ready to die ?
3. How did the young man start helping the warrior ?
4. The youth could not kill the warrior because he regarded him to be ________ .
5. The youth raised his sword but then lowered it. (True or False)
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14. One day in August 1967 .......................... She actually seemed to welcome me.
1.  Who starred at the narrator ?
2. What did narrator try ?
3. Whom did narrator see ?
4. Who seemed to welcome the narrator ?
5. What did the narrator feel in the doorway of her newest classroom ?

15. Both of us would always move ........................ Maths I like reading novels.
1. Where would both the friend move  together ?
2. What did they explore ?
3. In which festival do they participate ?
4. Was the narrator good at Maths ?
5. What did the narrator like ?

16. As promised, Manisha and I wrote ......................iven birth to a beautiful baby  girl.
1. What was not possible in those days ?
2. What did the narrator and Manisha promise each other ?
3. Who had fallen in love with a doctor ?
4. Who gave birth to a beautiful baby girl ?
5. When did her last letter come ?

17. In that Diwali vacation Manisha .......................... does not get rusted, you know !
1. Who came to India in Diwali vacation ?
2. What was the name of Manisha's husband ?
3. With what was Manisha overflowing ?
4. Manisha's heart was 24 carat gold. What does it mean ?
5. Find out meaning from the text : affection.

18. You need some stress in your life! .......................... so let's learn to say 'No' to stress.
1. What does too much stress affect ?
2. What happens without stress ?
3. What should we learn ?
4. What is very true ?
5. What do people suffer from in this world ?

19. The best way to avoid stress is .........................Thus you can say 'No' to stress.
1. What is the best way to avoid stress ?
2. What should we do to get joy ?
3. What should we forget about ?
4. Which method should we follow ?
5. What should we focus on ?

20. A person cannot take .................................and do those first.
1. What leads to stress ?
2. Why should we make a list ?
3. What should we do first ?
4. What will happen if you try to do all things at a time ?
5. Find out the opposite word of ‘start’

21. Inspector Anderson was .......................  in the crowd of passengers.
1. Why did the inspector arrive at the railway station ?
2. What attracted inspector's attention ?
3. Whom would inspector meet at the railway station ?
4. Who was lost in the crowd of passengers ?
5. Find out adverb from the text.

22. Bapurao came back ........................................ to the chief cook.
1. What was the plan of Bapurao?
2. Find out the similar meaning for 

(a) forest = ................................. , (b) main = ...................................
3. When did Parvatibai call her servants and the two cooks ?
4. For how many people did the cooks make a royal meal ?
5. Where will the twenty men hide ?
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23. In the station master's office ....................... only a couple of magazines."
1. What happened in the station master's office ?
2. What found in the briefcase ?
3. What was there in the briefcase according to Mr Fink ?
4. What did Mr. Fink say about his briefcase ?
5. Find out similar meaning of : "Showing”

24. That's easy to explain, ........................ who invited me over to his house."
1. When did Mr. Fink come to the town ?
2. What was Mr. Fink reading ?
3. Whom did Mr. Fink meet ?
4. How did Mr. Fink come to the town ?
5. What was Mr. Fink hoping ?

25. A few minutes later, the inspector spotted .....................The inspector followed him. 
1. Who followed the man ?
2. Where was the man entering ?
3. Where did the man put the briefcase ?
4. What was the man carrying ?
5. Where did the man sit ?

26. "Dr. Jagdish Chandra Bose was a great ........................... Living and Non - living."
1. What was Dr. Jagdish Chandra Bose ?
2. How did Dr. Jagdish Chandra Bose surprise the whole world ?
3. What did Dr. Bose discover ?
4. We can make plants unconscious _______ (Complete the Sentence).
5. The Reaction of Living and Non - living is the book  _________. (Complete the 

sentence)
27. "He also did many ............................ like human beings."

1. Which instrument did Dr. Bose invent ?
2. What is the function of  'Optical pulse Recorder' ?
3. What did Dr. Bose prove ?
4. Dr. Bose also discovered that ____________ (Complete the sentence).
5. Plants borrow electric waves from the sunlight. (True or False)

28. "The people of those time ............................... it correctly."
1. What did Dr. Bose do to make the people consider his views ?
2. Who honoured  Dr. Bose ? How ?
3. A research institute was founded in ___________. (Kolkatta, Delhi)
4. We can communicate with nature if we ____________. (Complete the sentence)
5. Find out the word from the text means 'shocked'.

29."QT - 1 Known as .............. To understand”
1.   This conversation is between ________ and _______
2.   Where did the earthman put his hand ?
3.   What was Cutie made of ?
4.   What is Cutie actually ?
5.   What special quality does Cutie have ?\

30. “The Earthman opened ........... blinking  dots."
1.   Who opened the window ?
2.   What was the deep black space studded with ?
3    What did the Earthman want to know ?
4.   What could be seen beyond the glass ?
5.   Find out the word which means ‘twinkling’

31. “Now listen the carefully ............. live there, Cutie”
1.   What is the blackness the earthman see ?
2.   Why do the dots appear tiny ?
3.   What are the gleaming dots ?
4.   The word ‘tiny’ means...........
(A)   Very dull (B)  Very far       (C) Very small
 5.   Earth is a planet (True or false) 
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32. The queen bee is .............................. develops into a queen.
1. What is the function of the queen bee ?
2. What do the eggs develop into ?
3. From what do drones develop ?
4. What do the drones do with the leave ?
5. Sweet substance produced by worker - bees is called .......

33.  Worker beer spend ......................excess water is absorbed.
1. What do the honey stomach do ?
2. How many grains of pollen are stored in two baskets ?
3. Why do the worker bees have no childhood ?

th th
4. What do they do from the 15  to 18  days ?
5. Two baskets contain around three lakh grains of pollen. (True or false)

34. The explore beer ......................... see the red colour at all.
1. How many eyes do the bees have ?
2. What does a shuffle dance suggest ?
3. What does a round dance suggest ?
4. Which colours can the bee identify ?
5. The bees can not see the _________ colour at all. (red/black)  

35. When they came to the.................What he had to die.
1. Who was the first to die ?
2. Why did Sahadev die ?
3. Why did Arjun die ?
4. What had Arjun said ?
5. Who was proud of his beauty ?

36. Yudhishthira continued to ......................get into the chariot.
1. Who was into the chariot ?
2. What did Yudhisthira tell Indra ?
3. Why had Indra come to Yudhishthira ?
4. What happened at the end of the journey ?
5. In which vehicle did Indra come to Yudhishthira ?  

37. Then suddendly, Yudhishthira ..................... You deserve it.
1. What was the strange thing that happened ?
2. What did Dharma tell Yudhishthira ?
3. Why did Indra tell Yudhidhthira ?
4. If  Yudhishthira left the dog behind ...............
5.    _________ has been very faithful to Yudhishthira  (The horse / The dog) 

38. In the middle .................................................. the dacoits but they failed.
1. When was the boundary of Maharastra full of thieves and dacoits ?
2. Write two sentences about Makhkhansinh.
3.  What did the decoits do in the villages?
4. To whom did Makhkhansinh give the severe punishment?
5. The villagers succeeded to resist the dacoits. ( True or False )

39. One day a rich man ................................................. what do yo think?
1. Who received a warning from dacoits?
2. What did Bapurao decide to do?
3. Who had a big haveli and many servants ?
4. How was Bapurao’s wife ?
5. Find out the word from the passage which means ‘valuable’.
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~ Read the data and answer the question :   (Que  24,25,26,27,28,)                                 5    
1.

Cash Memo
Kalyan Jewellers

Ghoddod Road, C-32, Shivam Complex, Surat
       M. 9825525200

       Date : 8/10/2019 to 16/10/2016
  Shree Amitabh Bachchan

 No. Particulars Amount
  1. Pendants (4 gm) 13,000
  2. Rings (10 gm) 38,000
  3. Diamond Jwells 25,000

Total - 76,000
                             Signature : Satish Pathak

24.What is the data about ?
Ans. The data  is about cash memo.
25. What is the  price for the Pendants ?
Ans. The price for the pendants is 13,000 Rs.
26. What is the name of the shop ?
Ans. Kalyan Jewellers is the name of the shop.
27. How many items are mentioned ?
Ans. Three items are mentioned.
28. Who is the owner of  kalyan jewellere ?
Ans. Mr. Satish pathak is the owner of  kalayn jewellers. 

2.                                                              

    Krupa Clinic
Specialist in Acne, hair, Skin and nail.

Date : 14/01/2018 Dr. Tejash Goswami      
M.D. (Skin and V.D.)    
Mo. 4858890338

Name : Shivani Desai

Rx. 
Tab - HCR (100)  1 - 1 - 1 15 
Tab - Olabest  1 - 0 - 1   10
Fativate cream  0 - 0 - 1      1

24. When did the patient visit the doctor ?
Ans. Patient visited the doctor on the date 14/01/2018.
25. Which degree the doctors has ?
Ans. The doctor has M.D (skin and V.D) Drgree.
26. What is doctor's mobile number ?
Ans. 4858890338 is doctor's mobile number.
27. What is speciality of  & Dr. Goswami ?
Ans. Dr. Goswami is the specialist of  Ache, hair, skin and nail.
28. How many medicines are prescribed by the doctor ?
Ans. Three Medicines are prescribed by the doctor.
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3.
        Devi Clinic

Dr. Chhaya Joshi   Sunidhi Appartment,
B.A.M.S.     Shop No. 02
GB - 60471   Nanpura, Surat.

  Date : 5/10/2019
Name : Ketanbhai
Age : 46

Rx.
Tab - Sptilla 1-1-1      20
Syrup - TusQ-D 1-1-1       01 
(For dry cough)

   For oppointmnent No.9783633390

24. Where is the clinic ?
Ans.  The clinic is in Sunidhi Apartment, shop no.02, Nanpura, Surat.
25. For what TusQ-D syrup is ?
Ans.  TusQ - D syrup is for dray cough.
26. What is the appoinment no ?
Ans. 9783633390 is the appoinment number.
27. How many tablets are prescribed ?
Ans.One tablet is prescribed.
28.  What is the licence number of the doctor ?
Ans. GB - 60471 is licence number of the doctor.

4.

24. How many marks did Mona score in social science ?
Ans. Mona scored 80 marks in social science.
25. Which subject seems some what difficult to the students ?
Ans. English seems some what difficult to the students.
26. The lowest marks in Gujarati is scored by ________ 
Ans. The lowest marks in Gujarati is scored by Dirgha.
27. Who is the cleverest among the students  ?
Ans. Rushil is the cleverest among the students.
28. How many graph bars are drawn in the data ?
Ans. Twelve graph bars are drawn in the data.
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5. RUDRA HOSHPITAL
Dr. Rudra Thakkar
M.S. (crtho)
Reg No. - G - 53621
Mo.903896731      Date - 31 Feb - 2019

Name : Rajubhai Desai
            (49 year)
  Fracture in right hand

          Rx.
 Insulate capsule - 1 mg.  1- 0 - 1         10
 Sbi symphytum 01
 Officinale Dilution Cm 01

Opp. Ram Sadan, M.G. Road, Valsad - 396001
Email - Rudrahospitalvalsad@gmail.com

Website - www.rudra_hospital.com

24. Which degree has Dr. Rudra Thakkar get ?
Ans. Dr. Rudra has M.s. (Orth.) degree
25. Where is the Rudra Hospital ?
Ans. The Rudra Hospital is Opp. Ram sadan, M.G. road, Valsad 396001.
26. What is the name of capsule ?
Ans. The name of capsule is Insulate.
27. When did the patient visit the doctor ?
Ans. The patient visited the doctor on 31 feb - 2019.
28. Why did Rajubhai go to Hospital ?
Ans. Rajubhai has fracture in his right hand so he went to the hospital.

6.

24. What is this advertisement about ?
Ans. This advertisement is about furniture.
25. years will be warranty an sofa ?
Ans. 10 years will be warranty on sofa
26. What is the address of the shop ?
Ans. One plus arcade shop. no. 5, Nehru road, Valsad is the  address of the shop .
27. What is the mail address of the shop ?
Ans. Siyafut.65@gmail.com is the mail address of the shop.
28. How many items are sold in siya Furniture ?
Ans. Five items are sold in siya Furniture.
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7.
sale............ sale............ sale............

24. What is this advertisement. About ?
Ans. This advertisement is about the sale of mobile and Earphone.
25. What is the price of earphones ?
Ans. 1299 Rs. is the price of earphones.
26. When will the sale end ?
Ans. The sale will end in one day.
27. Which mobile has 3500 mAh battery ?
Ans. A3 Mobile has 3500 mAh battery.
28. What is the price of A2 Mobile ?
Ans. The price of A2 Mobile is 10,999/- Rs.

8.
INDIAN HANDI CRAFTS AND HANDLOOM EXPO -2020 

15 October to 30 October 
Time : 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

ENTRY/PARKING FREE
10% Discount on Purchase over 500 Rupees.

Exclusive collection of 
Pearls, Jewellery, Banarasi saris, carpets,

Bedsheets, wooden, furnitures, etc.  
More than 30,000 varieties under one roof of craftsmen from different parts of India.

- Navchetan Party Plot -
M. K. Gandhi Road, Near BoB, Vapi 

24. For how many days is the exhibition ?
Ans. The exhibition is for 16 days.
25. How much discount is given on purchase over 500 rupees ?
Ans. 10 % discount is given on purchase over 500 rupees.
26. Where is the exhibition ?
Ans. The is at navchetan party plot - M.K gandhi Road, Near BoB, Vapi.
27. Which types of items are available at the exhibition ?
Ans. Pearls, Jewellery Banarasi saris, carpets, bed sheets, wooden furniture are available at 
the  exhibition.
28. What is free at the exhibition ?
Ans. Entry and Parking is Free at the exhibition.
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9.
 SALE         SALE        SALE

VAISHVI BOOK STORES
An Exclusive book store house for 

Educational books, Charts and maps.
Books available for

Primary to college  student
Various Book for Technical - Engineering and

Management Faculties.
25% Discount on every purchase worth Rs - 500/-

Sale open from 1 st June to 31st June
VAISHVI BOOK STORE

M.G. Road, Dharmpur.

24. What is the advertisement about ?
Ans. The advertisement is the about the books store.
25. What can we purchase here ? 
Ans. We can purchase Educational books, chart, Maps, here.
26. How much discount is offered on the purchase worth Rs. 500/-
Ans. 25 % discount is offered on purchase worth Rs. 500/-
27. For how many month is the sale open ?
Ans. The Sale is open for one month.
28. Books of Which Faculties are available ?
Ans. Books of Technical - Engineering and Management Faculties are also Available. 

10.
         :: FUN WITH PUZZLES ::

BRAIN GAMES :

 

This book is designed to have fun with numbers, words games, mazes and puzzles with 
illustrations to colour.............

Price : Rs. 250 Only
MEHTA BOOK STORE

Sardar Road, Valsad - 396191.
24. What is the advertisement about ?
Ans. The advertisement is about Brain games book.
25. How is this book designed ?
Ans. This book is designed to have fun with numbers, words games, mazes and puzzles 
with  illustrations to colour.
26. How much does the book cost ?
Ans. The book costs 250 Rs only.
27. From where can we get it ?
Ans. We can get it from Mehta book store.
28. Where is the book store situated ?
Ans. The book store is situated on sardar road.
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11.

24. This cheque is belongs to which Bank ?
Ans. This Cheque is belongs to Children's Bank.
25. Who is the owner of bank account ?
Ans. The owner of bank account is Patel Pratikkumar Rameshbhai.
26. This cheque is paid to .................................................. . 
Ans. This check is paid to Prisha P. Patel.
27. Which type of account is this?
Ans. This account is saving account.
28. How much amount is filled in the cheque ?
Ans. The amount of Two lakh rupees is filled in the cheque.

12.

24. Who is a Doctor in Nadiad ?
Ans. Drashti Barad is a Doctor in Nadiad.
25. How much money does Nimisha earn ?
Ans. Nimisha earns 38000 /- Rs.
26. Where does Pratik Patel live?
Ans.  Pratik Patel lives in Surat.
27. Which qualifications does Nimisha have?
Ans. Nimisha has the qualification of  M.com, B.ed.
28. How many cities are Mentioned in the table ?\
Ans. Four cities are Mentioned in the table.

13.

Children� s Bank

Name Qualification        Profession   Income      Residence
Nimisha N. Prajapati M.Com. , B.ed. Higher Secondary

 teacher
38,000 /- Ankleshwar

Drashti Barad M.B.B.S. Doctor 1,50,000 /- Nadiad
Pratik R Patel M.A., B.Ed. Secondary Teacher 32,000 /- Surat

Pinkal Patel M.A., B.Ed. Primary Teacher 25,000 /- Bharuch
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24. Which Product is sold more than any other products ?
Ans. Mobiles are sold more than any other products.
25. Which Product is sold less than any other products ?
Ans. Projectors are sold less than any other products.
26. What is the name of shop?
Ans. Ridhdhi Electronics is the name of shop. 
27. Which product is sold more than projector but less than refrigerator ?
Ans. Stereos are sold more than projector but less than refrigerator.
28. What is the sale percentage of Television ?
Ans. 20 Percentage is the sale of Television.

~ Read the Interview and answer the questions. (Que.  29, 30, 31,32)      4
1. Interviewer : Thank You for taking some time off from your busy schedule to answer a 

   few questions  your life !
Abhinandan : It's my pleasure.
Interviewer : Could you tell us about an average day in your life ?
Abhinandan : sure, I get up early, at 7 in the morning. Then I have breakfast. After 

   breakfast. Ito gym to keep myself fit.
Interviewer : Are you studying anything now ?
Abhinandan  : Yes, I am learning dialogues for a new film called "The rising star".
Interviewer : Which scene are you working on to day ?
Abhinandan : I am acting out a scene about a jumping star.
Interviewer : That's very interesting what do you do in the evening ?
Abhinandan : In the evening, I go home and have dinner with family and standy my 

   scripts.
1.  When does Abhinandan rise ?
Ans. Abhinandan rises at 7 in the morning.
2 . Why does Abhinandan go to gym ?
Ans. Abhinandan goes to gym to keep himself fit.
3.  Is Abhinandan a family loving person ?
Ans. Yes, Abhinandan is a family loving person.
4 . What is the name of the movie ?
Ans.  " The Rising star "name of the movie.

2.  Interviewer : Thank you for taking some time off from your busy schedule.
Tendulkar : It's my pleasure.
Interviewer : could you tell us about an avenger day in your life ?
Tendulkar : Sure, I get up at 7 in the morning. Then I have breakfast. Then I go to gym 

   at 8 am
Interviewer : Do you play cricket ?
Tendulkar : Of couse, I do.

1. When does Tendulkar go to gym ?
Ans. Tendulkar goes to gym at 8.am.
2. Does Tendulkar play cricket ?
Ans. , Yes Tendulkar plays cricket.
3. What is Tendulkar's breackfast time ?
Ans. Tendulkar's breckfast time is 7 am in the morning.
4. Who are talking here ?
Ans. Interviewer and Tendulkar are talking here.

3. Interviewer : Today we will meet Khushi, who has topped the Board exams, Khushi 
  congrates.

Khushi : Thank you
Interviewer : How do you feel ?
Khushi : Obviously I am very happy.
Interviewer : Tell us about your study.
Khushi : I attended school regularly and followed a time table at home. I never went 

  for  any coaching class.
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Interviewer : Did you have time for sports ?
Khushi : Yes, of course. It is good for physical and mental health.

1. Who has topped the board exam ?
Ans. Khushi has topped the board exam.
2. How does Khushi study ?
Ans. She attended school regularly and followed a time table at home.
3. Did Khushi go for coaching classes ?
Ans. Khushi never went for any coaching class.
4. What is good for health ?
Ans. sports is good for health.

4.     Interviewer : Tell us about your background.
     Amitabh bachchan : We were I was born in Allahabad. My father came from a very 

  astern background and my mother was very western. She'd 
  tudied in a convent. She had an English nurse to look after her. 
  here was a lot of difference in Their cultures. My father is a 
  Kayasth from U. P. My  Mother is from Panjab. She is Shikh. My 
  Father is a stalwart. My  mother  was strong in her values in her 
   beliefs

Interviewer : After you passed out of boarding school was it difficult for you to 
  obtain a job ?

Amitabh bachchan : Well there was a lot of rejection because every where I  went, I 
  failed to get a job. Because I was either not qualified enough or I 
  was too shy or I  was too tongue - tied during my Interview and 
   there were more  qualified people.

1. Who studied in a convent ?
Ans.  Amitabh's mother studied in a convent.
2. Write two sentences about  Amitabh bachchan's father ?
Ans. He is a stalwart. He is a Kayasth frome U. P. 
3. Why Amitabh bachchan failed to get a job ?
Ans. Because he was either not qualified enough or he was too shy or he was too tongue tied 
       during his interview and there were more qualified people.
4. Who looked after Amitabh bachchan's Mother ?
Ans. An English nurse looked after Amitabh Bachchan's mother.

OR
~ Read the dialogue and answer the questions. (Que 29,30,31,32)       4
1. Gaurav : Hello! May I speak to Chetan.

Amar : Sorry. He has gone for his English Classes. May I know your name ?
Gaurav : I am Gaurav, Chetan's friend.
Amar : Any message for Chetan ?
Gaurav : Please remind him to come for Cricket Practice at 7 a.m. tomorrow.
Amar : Where should he come ?
Gaurav : oh, Sorry I forgot to tell you. The practice is at the sports club ground.

1. Whom does Gaurav want to speak to ?
Ans. Gaurav wants to speak to chetan.
2. What is Gaurav's message for Chetan ?
Ans. To remind him to come for cricket practice at 7 a.m tomorrow.
3. Who will give Gaurav's message to Chetan ? 
Ans. Amar will give message for Chetan.
4. Where has chetan gone ?
Ans. Chetan has gone for his English class.
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2. Mr. Rathod : Young man, Can you help me ?
Dhaval : Sure, Sir
Mr. Rathod : Look at this address. Where is Rameshwar park ?
Dhaval : Oh. it's right behind Hanuman Temple.
Mr. Rathod : Is it very far ?
Dhaval : No, its not very far. You can go walking.
Mr. Rathod : How long will it take for me to reach there ?
Dhaval : About 10 minutes.

1. Who are talking here ?
Ans. Mr. Rathod and Dhaval are talking here.  
2. Where is Rameshwer park ?
Ans.  Rameshwar park is right behind hanuman Temple.
3. How long will it take for Mr. Rathod to reach there ?
Ans.  It will take about 10 minute for him to reach there.
4. Can Mr. Rathod reach there by walking ?
Ans.  Yes, he can reach there by walking.

3. Mohan : Can I speck to Manan ?
Soham : Sorry. He has gone to surat. I am his friend Soham
Mohan : When will he come back?
Soham : Perhaps on Sunday. My name is Soham. Please tell him that our school 

   will re - open on  6th june instead of 10th june.
1. Who has recieved the call ?
Ans. Soham has received the call.
2. who is Mohan's friend ?
Ans.  Manan is Mohan's friend.
3. What is the message for Soham ?
Ans. His school will re - open on 6th jane instead of 10th june is the message for Soham.
4. When will the school re - open ?
Ans.  The school will re - open on 6th June.

4. Tanay : What shall we do this evening ?
Rihen : Let's watch the hockey match on the University grounds
Tanay : No. I don't like crowds.
Rihen : Then what shall we do ? Do you have any idea ?
Tanay : Let's go for a walk.
Rihen : Yes, that's a good idea.
Tanay : Where shall we go for a walk ?
Rihen : Let's go to the sardar park 
Tanay : No, let's go to the seashore
Rihen : And walk in the sands
Tanay : Great ! We'll have good fun.

1. What does Rihen propose ?
Ans. Rihen proposes to watch the hockey match on the university ground.
2. Who does not like crowds ?
Ans.  Tanay does not like crowds.
3. Where does Rihen want to go for a walk ?
Ans.  Rihen wants to go the sardar park.
4. Where will Rihen and Tanay finally go ?
Ans.  They will go to the seashore finally.
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5. Manager : Well - come to the Dena Bank.
Mr.Shah : Please inform me about different  kinds of accounts.
Manager : Saving account, Current account, Recurring Account.
Mr.Shah : Which account can i open ?
Manager : If you are a businessman, open a current account. If, not, open a saving 

  bank account
Mr.Shah : I am serviceman. What documents are needed ?
Manager : Address proof and two photographs.
Mr.Shah : How much money should i deposit initially.?
Manager : Only one thousand eupees.
Mr.Shah : Will you issue me a cheque book ?
Manager : Yes, but if you want a cheque book minimum balance of 2000 Rs. is required.
Mr.Shah : Ok. Give me a form.

1. With which bank does Mr.Shah want to open his bank account ?
Ans. Mr.Shah want to open his bank account with Dena bank. 
2. What type of account will Mr. Shah open ?
Ans.  Mr. Shah will open a saving Account.
3. List the types of accounts mentioned in the text.
Ans.  Saving account, current Account, Recurring Account.
4. How much balance is required for the cheque book ?
Ans.  2000 Rs. balance is required for the cheque book.
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   Section - C
~ Match the language functions with the sentences. ( Qut 33, 34,35) 3
1. A   B       

33.  What a wonderful creation mother is !  a. describing frequency of an action.
34.  The Prizes were distributed by the chief b. describing a person.   
       guest.
35.  I never go to school late     c. describing emotion.

d. describing action
(Ans : 33 – c ,  34 – d ,  35 – a)

2. A B
33.  Our tourist guide said that Shahjahan built a. talking about time 
       the Taj Mahal in the memory of his 
       beloved Mumtaz.
34.  It took 22 years for Dasharth Manjhi to b. reporting events
       carve a road through the rocks in Gehlour 
       by us.
35.  Best of luck ? c. Exchanging nicety 

d. describing person.
(Ans : 33 – b ,  34 – a ,  35 – c)

3. A B
33.  We remember Mahatma Gandhi who is a. describing person.

      known as the ‘Father of the Nation’. 
34.  Either I live or kach lives. b. describing   process

 35.  Squeeze the lemon into a glass of water. c. describing title to the person. 
d. Expressing a choice between the 
    two.

(Ans : 33 – a ,  34 – d ,  35 – b)
4. A B

33.  Queen Udaymati constructed Rani ki vaav a. describing an action. 
       between 1022 and 1063 A. D. 
34.  While collecting the garbage, nose masks b. describing frequency of an action.
        and sanitary gloves are worn by us. 
35.  Barking dogs seldom bite.  c. specifying time .

d. describing an animal.
(Ans : 33 – c ,  34 – a ,  35 – d)

5. A B
33.  May I have your attention, Please ? a. specifying location.
34.  Squeeze a lemon into cold water to make b. inquiry as nature.

    lemon juice. 
35.  Surat is situated on the banks of the  c. expressing nicety.

    river Tapi.
d. describing process.

(Ans : 33 – c ,  34 – d ,  35 – a)
6. A B

33. My father usally prepare tea in the morning. a. specifying time
34. The boy who is running on the Road is my b. describing action

   friend Ravi. 
th

35. I celebrate my annivarsary on 10  January c. describing process
d. desribing person

(Ans : 33 – b ,  34 – d ,  35 – a)

7. A B
33. The castle was built in 1988 a. inquiry as nature
34. Would you help me with my class work ? b. describing process
35. Is there any arrangement  to stay for a day ? c. making request

d. describing action
(Ans : 33 –  b ,  34 – c ,  35 – a)
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8. A B
33. Will you guide me the way to the bus station ?a. expressing necessity
34. We sometimes play Kabbadi. b. making a request
35. Oh God ! I will be late again today c. expressing frequency and manner

d. expressing emotion
(Ans : 33 – b,  34 – c ,  35 – d)

9. A B
33. I met a person whose brother is a IPS. a. expressing necessity
34. We must follow the traffic rules. b. expressing time
35. Jigar has not completed his half-century yet. c. describing a person

d. Making a request
(Ans : 33 – c ,  34 – a ,  35 – b)

10. A B
33. The man in black dress is my father a. describing action
34. Take a large pot and put three table spoon b. describing person

   of oil in it.  
35. Rajesh studies in a college in Mumbai. c. specifying location

d. describing process
(Ans : 33 – b ,  34 – d ,  35 – c)

11. A B
33. Pour the milk in a glass and add some sugar. a. exchanging pleasantries
34. Mohan often comes late. b. describing process
35. Congratulations ! You have won the first c. describing action

   Prize.
d. describing person

(Ans : 33 – b ,  34 – d ,  35 – a)
12. A B

33. Swara who is my sister plays Table well. a. expressing niceties
34. The notice was declared last night. b. specifying location
35. Hurrah ! We have won the match. c. describing action

d. describing person
(Ans : 33 – d ,  34 – c ,  35 – a)

13. A B
33. Sagar learn faster than suraj a. Describing past
34. Abhi bought new car last week b. Comparing person
35. Abhay is able to lift heavy log  c. Expressing possibility

d. Expressing ability
(Ans : 33 –  b ,  34 – a ,  35 – d)

14. A B
33. You can come today or tomorrow a. Showing contrast
34. Though you are dull, you pass easily. b. Comparing person
35. Ravi can score good marks in SSC exam c. showing alternative

d. expressing ability
(Ans : 33 – c,  34 – a ,  35 – d)

15. A B
33. I am very sorry  a. Describing past
34. Gandhiji was born on 2 oct 1869 b. Expressing emotion
35. I may return at 9 or 12 O’clock  c. Expressing possibilities

d. Expressing ability
(Ans : 33 – b ,  34 – a ,  35 – c)
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~ Choose and write the appropriate responses to complete the conversation   
(Que 36,37,38)       3 

1. 36. Teacher : We know Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel 
student ____________________ [describing title to the person] 
(A)  We know Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel which is known as the ‘Iron man of India’
(B)  We know Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel who is known as the ‘Iron man of India’
(C)  We know Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel who was know as the ‘Iron man of India’
(D)  We know Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel who a freedom 

37. Bharat : I am going to represent our school in the innovation Festival this year.
   Bhavan : _________________  [expressing  nicety]

(A)  Congratulations !   (B) Very mice.         (C) Excuse me !        (D) Best of luck !
38. Mihir : Who will attend the meeting ?
      Leena : _____________ [showing alternatives]

(A)  The principal and the supervisor will attend the meeting.
(B)  Only the principal will attend the meeting.
(C)  Either the principal or the supervisor will attend the meeting.
(D)  They will not attend the meeting.

2. 36. Beena Jethwa :_______________ ? [Seeking information]
      Prakash Hadiyal : surat is 100 kilometers from valsad.

(A)  How long is surat from Valsad ? (B)  Where is Surat situated ?
(C)  How far is Valsad from Surat ? (D)  How far is surat from Valsad ?

37. A young lady _______________ [exchanging pleasantries]
(A)  Oh ! No. I Can’t (B)  I am in a hurry
(C)  Lots of thanks. (D)  Excuse me. Will You help gentleman ?

38. Nirjala : My father takes tea twice a day ?
      Swarangee : _______________   [Expressing frequency of an action]

(A)  When does your father take tea ?   
(B)  Why does your father take tea ?
(C)  How often did your father take tea ?  
(D)  How often does your father take tea ?

3. 36. Meghu : When do you do your homework ?
     Jayu : ________________  [Showing time]

(A)  I do not do my home work.     
 (B)  My mother does my home work.

(C)  I do my home work at the weekends.     
(D)  I do my home work from 8.00 pm to 10 .00 pm.

37. The carpenter : I can repair your study - table.
      Krishna : _______________ [inquiry as nature]

(A)  How much will you pay me for it ?
(B)  How much will you charge me to repair it ?
(C)  How much did you pay for this study - table ?
(D)  How much did you charge me to repair it ?

38. Ashatha : When do you get up everyday ?
     Chhotu : _________________ [Showing time]

(A)  I gets up 6.00 a,m (B)  I get up at 6.00 a. m. in the morning
(C)  I get up at midnight. (D)  I got up at 6.00 a.m.

4. 36. Nitika : ___________________ [seeking information ]
      Tinu : It was unveiled on 31st October, 2018

(A)  Who unveiled the statue of unity ?
(B)  By whom was the Statue of unity unveiled ?
(C)  When was the statue of unity unveiled ?
(D)  When was the statue of unity unveil ?
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37. Leena : ___________________ [seeking information]
      Jayesh : It is 182 metres high.

(A)  How long is the statue of Unity ? (B)  How tall is the statue of Unity ?
(C)  How high is the statue of Unity ? (D)  How height is the Utatue of Unity ?

38.  Jeena : Why do you get highest marks in English ?
      Guddi : ___________________ [Showing reason and result] 

(A) I get poor marks because I don’t
(B) It is very easy to get highest marks in english.
(C) Because of my English teacher’s
(D) My English teacher teaches enthusiastically and never leaves any topic incomplete.

5. 36. Sanjay : Mr. P. Z. Sukani is an honest Shopkeeper.
   Uttpal : ________________ [describing frequency of an action]

(A) Yes, I always trust him. (B) Yes, I never trust him.
(C) Yes, I usually trust him. (D) Yes, I often trust him

37. Tourist : ________________  [ Seeking information]
Booking clerk : It departs for Ambaji at 7.00 am
(A) When did the bus for Ambaji depart ? (B) What is thee bus fare for Ambaji ?
(C) When does the bus for Ambaji depart ? (D) Is the bus the running right time ?

38. Komal : ________________ [ expressing duration of time]
Tejasvini : I have worked as a teacher for thirty one years in this school.
(A) How long did you work as a teachers in this school ?
(B) How long have you work as a teacher in this school ?
(C) How far have you worked as a teacher in this school ?
(D) How long have you worked as a teacher in this school ?

6. 36. Mother : What is kiran doing ?
Amar : ________________  ( Describing action  )
(A) I will find out. (B) I do not now.
(C) He will come home at 6 O'clock. (D) He is playing tennis now.

37. Vedang : Where is Mina ?
Ami ________________  ( specifying location)
(A) She is fine. Thank you. (B) She is in the drawing room.
(C) She will come late. (D) She is early.

38. Narayan : When do you do your project ?
Taresh : ________________  ( specifying Time)
(A) I like to do Project.
(B) Either my father or my mother does project.
(C) I do my project at 6 O'clock in the morning.
(D) I don't like doing my project.

7. 36. Roshni : Mother, can you guide me to make lemon juice ?
Mother : Sure.________________  (describing process)
(A) Why not ?
(B) Take a cup of water, add some sugar and lemon squeeze and let it mix for 
      sometime.
(C) When will you make lemon juice ?
(D) Of course, I will help you.

37. Purvi : When will you celebrate the success ?
Milind : _________________ (specifying time)
(A) When should we celebrate it ?
(B) Yes, thank you
(C) We will celebrate in the evening.
(D) We will celebrate  at home.
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(C)  We will celebrate in the evening.

38. Mamta : _________________ (seeking information)
Viral : It is near the railway station.
(A) How is the post office ?
(B) When will you withdraw money from post office ?
(C) Where is the post office ?
(D) Why will you go to post office ?

8. 36. Neema : How long will it take to reach the stadium ?
Mother :_________________  (Specifying time)
(A) Five minutes. (B) It is opposite the shop.
(C) It is quite far. (D) It is very near.

37. Jayesh : Excuse me, can you tell me where the income tax office is ?
Grocer : _________________ (Specifying location)
(A) I do not know the address. (B) It is 5 km away.
(C) It is right beside the tower. (D) Let me check the map.

38. Kavita : Why do you get low marks in English ?
      Dakshesh : _________________ (Showing reason)

(A) English is a very difficult subject.
(B) I get poor result because I don't like English.
(C) My English teacher always give difficult tasks.
(D) I will pass either in English or in Social Science.

9. 36. Officer : ___________________ (exchanging pleasantries)
      Mr Pandey : Can you tell me when can I get the bus for Ahmedabad ?

(A) What do you like ? 
(B) Good evening, sir, May I help you ?
(C) Thank you sir. 
(D) Please show me your ticket.

37. Jayesh : When did you meet the principal ?
      Mahesh : ______________ (specifying time)

(A) I met him with my parents.
(B) I did not meet him.
(C) I met him in the office. 
(D) I met him in the morning.

38. Aryan : When do you do your homework ?
     Rahul : ____________ (specifying time)

(A) I like to do homework.
(B) Either my mother or my father does my home work
(C) I do my homework at 6 O'clock in the morning.
(D) I don't like doing my home work.

10. 36. Umesh : Where is Mina ?
      Amar : _________________ (Specifying location)

(A) She is fine. Thank you.
 (B) She is in the kitchen.

(C) She will reach early. 
(D) She is late.

37. Father : _________________ (inquiry as nature)
      Nishita : From the 7th March.

(A) Please tell me the time. 
(B) Where are you going ?
(C) When do your SSC exams begin ? 
(D) I hope you are studying well.
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38. Lalita : Who is Viraj ?
     Asha : _________________ (describing person)

(A) I do not know 
(B) He is my friend
(C) I haven't seen him.
(D) Viraj is the boy who is elected as our monitor.

11. 36. Arti : What is that in the picture ?
      Geeta : _________________ (describing place)

(A) It is an old palace.
 (B) It is a beautiful picture.

(C) That is the man who has built this palace.
(D) That is the Palace which was built by Takhtasinhji of Bhavnagar.

37. Jayesh Excuse me, can you tell me where the post office is ?
      Shop keeper : _________________ (specifying location)

(A) I do not know the place. 
(B) It is 1 km away.
(C) It is right opposite the clock tower.
(D) Let me check the map.

38. Nita : How long will it take to reach the station ?
     Father : _________________ (specifying time)

(A) Ten minutes (B) It is quite far
(C) It is very near (D) It is opposite the temple

12. 36. Mansi : Where are you ?
      Komal : I am _________________ (Describing location)

(A) I am fine and healthy
 (B) I cannot meet you

(C) I am at grandp’s house
(D) I should call you

37. Raj : Let’s go to the sea shore.
      Rahul : Sorry _________________ (Comparing things)

(A) I cannot go now
(B) I am as busy as a bee at present
(C) I have already been to there
(D) You should complete your work first

38. Father : What are the children doing ?
     Mother : _________________ (duration of time)

(A) They have been playing chess for an hour now
(B) They have been playing chess
(C) They are playing
(D) I have not seen them for a long time

13. 36. Jalpa : Who is Monisha ?
      Meena : _________________ (Describing person)

(A) Let’s Meet Monisha
 (B) I do not know

(C) She is my friend
(D) Monisha is the girl who has drawn this beautiful picture

37. Manoj : When did you return from school ?
      Mayur : _________________ (Describing the past events)

(A) I returned from school at 4.40 pm.
(B) Why are you asking me ?
(C) I never return from school.
(D) How beautiful my school !

38. Hetal : Hi Vivek I Meet my cousin Veer.
     Vivek : _________________ (exchanging pleasantries)

(A) Where does he study ?
(B) Does he stay with you ?
(C) Hi Veer ! Nice to Meet you.
(D) Yes, I have met him.
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~ Complete the sentences choosing the correct option focusing the functions in the  
brackets : (Que 39,40,41)           3

1. 39. Rita will not pick . . . . . . (Showing alternative)
(a) either red rose or white rose. (b) red or yellow rose.
c) neither red rose nor white rose. (d) red rose either yellow rose.

40. Vina got poor marks in maths. . . . . .  ( describing person)
(a) because she was ill. (b) due to her mother.
(c)due to early exam (d) because of my illness.

41. Shiv worked hard . . . . . . . .(indicating contrast)
(a) so he didn't got good marks. (b) as he didn't get good result.
(c) but he didn't get good result. (d) though he didn't get good result.

2. 39. What is. . . . .  . . (Inquiry by nature)
(a) the name of your granny ? (b) of your granny ?
(c) the name from your granny ? (d) the name to your granny ?

40. Remove the wrapper . . . . . . . . . .(describing process)
(a) and throw on the ground (b) and throw it in dustbin
(c) and throw it on dustbin (d) and throw it from ground.

41. Today I am late . . . . . .  (Describing reason)
(a) because I missed the bus. (b) due to illness.
(c) on behalf of bus. (d) owing to the bus.

3. 39. Roma. . . .  . . . . . . . (Describing action)
(a) often goes to park. (b) was a good girl.
(c) has been working in the zoo. (d) has been living hear.

40. Mr Mehta . . . . .  . .  (Point of time)
(a) has been living here for ten years. (b) had been living here for ten years.
(c) have been living here for ten years. (d) has been living in the city.

41. The child is . . .  .  .(Specifying location)
(a) crying loudly. (b) hiding behind the cupboard.
(c) reading a book. (d) naughty

4. 39. Wow ! what a  . . . . . . . . . .  . . ( Niceties)
(a) nice car was it ! (b) pretty car is that !
(c) beautiful car it is ! (d) nice car it is !

40. To prepare tea . . . . .. . . . . . (Describing process )
(a) take milk , boil it well, add some tea and sugar. (b) take out tea and sugar.
(c) take some tea and water. (d) take much milk and water.

41. . . . . . . . . teaching you maths ? (Duration of time)
(a) When has Mita been . (b) Who has been
(c) How long has Mita been (d) Since  when has Mita been

More Sentences

 1. 39.  The Teacher’s Day is celebrated on 5th september every year. [Specifying time]
40.  Porbandar is the place where Gandiji was born. [describing place]
41. We know mother Teresa who sacrificed her whole life for the needy people.  
       [describing title to the person]

2. 39. That is owl which can see in the dark [describing bird's characteristic]
40. Bunty and bubbly met at 10 O'clock in the night yesterday. [ describing time]
41. Thought my uncle is rich, he is not satisfied ? [indicating contrast]

3. 39. please sit quietly. [expressing manner]
40. My mother could not go to the market yesterday because she was ill. [describing person]
41. Hetak : Today is my birthday, kalpana
      kalpana : many many happy returns of the day. [exchanging nicety]

4. 39. My Mother is a pure vegetarian.
      She always taken veg foods. [expressing frequency of an action]
40. I am sorry to say that my mobile is lost by my friend. [describing action]
41. Mount Abu is situated in Rajsthan.  [specifying location]
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5.    39. A clerk is given the promotion by his boss . [describing action]
40. My sister lives in Navsari.  [specifying location]
41. The nurse will be return at 9:00 p.m tonight. [specifying time]

6. 39. Karan always play cricket well. [describing action]
40. Sometimes mansi visit her uncle's house. [describing place]
41. you won the competition ? Many Many congratulation, to you.
      [exchanging pleasantries]

7. 39. Remove the White cover of the tablet and drink it with water. [describing process]
40. Manish will buy either a T.V set or a new bike tomorrow. [showing alternatives]
41. Panthini dances well but she can not get the first prize. [indicating contrast]

8. 39. The wedding reception will be held at 6:00 p.m tomorrow. [specifying time]
40. The library is located at the Stadium road. [specifying location]
41. I met vina at 5 O'clock yesterday. [specifying time]

9. 39. Though he was ill, he could get the first rank. [describing contrast]
40. I met him at 4:00 p.m last week. [specifying time]
41. How many brothers do you have ? [inquiry as nature]

~ Complete the paragraph filling in the blanks with the appropriate words from the 
brackets : (Que 42)              3

1. [demand, eminent, interacting ]
Dr. Mehta is an  dietician. There is a growing  over what we eat 
these days. We will come to know some interesting facts while  with him.

Ans. Dr. Mehta is an eminent dietician. There is a growing demand over what we eat 
these days. We will come to know some interesting facts while interacting with him

2. [according to, donated, a burning desire ]
The residents of the village had to have a station in the village. everybody 
contributed their capacity for s noble cause. They  Money for the 
station and started the construction.

Ans. The residents of the village had a burning desire to have a station in the village. everybody 
contributed according to their capacity for s noble cause. They donated Money for the 
station and started the construction.

3. [encourage, former, opportunity]
The  chief minister of the state has decided to  the young who want to 
stand for the elections. He has decided to support the youth by giving them an     to 
serve the people.

Ans. The former chief minister of the state has decided to encourage the young who want to 
stand for the elections. He has decided to support the youth by giving them an opportunity
to serve the people.

4. [cheap, emerged, benefit]
This government will provide       power to the villages. This will  many 
poor people. One such scheme was launched by the Prime Minister. As a Result of 
this. Many new businesses have , in the rural areas.

Ans. This government will provide cheap power to the villages. This will benefit many 
poor people. One such scheme was launched by the Prime Minister. As a Result of 
this. Many new businesses have emerged, in the rural areas.

5. [source, installed, pollution]
The Sun is the major  of energy. Many solar panels are in villages 
and cities. This reduces  and helps to save the environment.

Ans. The Sun is the major source of energy. Many solar panels are installed in villages 
and cities. This reduces pollution and helps to save the environment.

6. [environment, resources, deforestation]
We are wasting our natural . The act of  has also created many 
problems. Each of us has to act sincerely to protect our .

Ans. We are wasting our natural resources. The act of deforestation has also created many 
problems. Each of us has to act sincerely to protect our environment.
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7. [ imitating, correctly, exciting ]
Miss sullivan made some finger movement in my palm. It was an experience. I got 
interested in that play and started  the movement. When I finally  succeeded in 
doing that  I was thrilled.

Ans. Miss sullivan made some finger movement in my palm. It was an exciting experience. I got 
interested in that play and started imitating the movement. When I finally  succeeded in 
doing that correctly, I was thrilled.

8. [creature, concentration, extremely ]
The good lord was busy that day. He was into his sixth day of overtime. when he 
was working with full  on angel appeared and commented, "you are taking so 
much care for creating this .

Ans. The good lord was extremely busy that day. He was into his sixth day of overtime. when he 
was working with full concentration on angel appeared and commented, "you are taking so 
much care for creating this creature.

9. [ supportive, humility, snobbish ]
I have  parents who understand that my interest was environment. I always 
informed then about everything that I did and took advice before jumping in to actions. I 
have teachers who taught me  so that I did not become  or arrogant. 

Ans. I have supportive parents who understand that my interest was environment. I always 
informed then about everything that I did and took advice before jumping in to actions. I 
have teachers who taught me humility so that I did not become snobbish or arrogant. 

~ Find and write the word having the nearest meaning ( Que 43,44,45)              3
1. 43. mock :

- Laugh at - laugh with - laugh out - laugh away
44. expect :

- accept - hope - except - request
45. unique :

- comparable - incomparable - uncomparable - uncomfortable
2. 43. donated :

- paid to the needy - gave in charity - paid to the trust - deposited
44. ultimate :

- end - often - final - last
45. daring :

- courage - smart - great - wonderful
3. 43. Whole - heartedly :

- fully - partly - hardly - lovingly
44. mob :

- gang - collection - crowd - flock
45. Vacant :

- food - full - empty - filled
4. 43. give and take :

- business - transaction - compromise - understanding
44. handle ;

- deal with - deal in - deal for - deal over
45. delight :

- joy - pleased - enjoy - joyful
5. 43. assemble :

- recover - connect - collect - disperse
44. worth :

- prize - precious - note - value
45. liberally :

- accidentally - generously - suddenly - slowly
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6. 43. deny :
- refuse - accept - delay - depend

44. puzzled :
- agitated - amazed - confused - surprised

45. clue :
- suspect - hint - spot - change

7. 43. deserve
- win - overcome - be unworthy of - be worthy of

44. labor
- more work - less work - hard work - no work

45. task :
- job - charge - duty - service

8. 43. avoid :
- keep away from - keep into - keep for - keep with

44. terror :
- error - fear - fondness - trembling

45. praise :
- admonish - shout - criticize - admire

9. 43. Sea shore :
- Water body - beach - pond - garbage

44. quarrel :
- fight - peace - beating - argument

45. query :
- details - question - proverb - explain

10. 43. Fraud
- innocent - cheat - honest - straight forwo

44. extraordinary
- unusual - usual - common - more

45. boast 
- show off - show to - show up - show for

11. 43. evidence
- result - outcome - proof - charge

44. boldly
- greatly - fairly - nicely - bravely

45. nervous
- happy - angry - warned - surprised

12. 43. release
- bind - free - recover - regain

44. temporary
- long term - short term - ordinary

45. puzzlal
- agitated - amazed - confused
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Section - D
~ Read the dialogue and complete the indirect narration given below choosing the correct 

option from the brackets. ( Que 46.)  2
1. Chetna : What do you do you do in the morning ?

Ankit :  I take tea and breakfast.
Chetna : Don't you do exercise ?

Chetan _____ ( told, asked, said ) Ankit what he had done in the morning. Ankit replied 
Chetan _______ ( if, whether, that) he took tea and breakfast. Chetan asked Ankit ______ 
( that, if , told ) _______ (he, she, him) didn't do exercise. 

2. Shakti : What are you doing now ?
Saxi : I am doing my homework.
Shakti : Please, help me with my project.

Shakti ______ (told, said, asked) Shaxi what she was doing. Shaxi replied Shakti that 
______ (he, she , it) was doing _______( him ,his, her ) homework. Shakti requested Saxi to 
help her with _______ (him, his, her) project.

3. Rima : How are you Meena, today ?
Meena : Fine. What shall we do now ?
Rima : Let's go to the shop and buy some fruits some books.

Rima _____   (told, said, asked) Meena how she was ______ (the next day, that day, the 
previous day ) Meena told Rima that she was fine and asked ________(that, what , who) they 
______ (should ,would, shall) do than.

4. Anil : Let's go to visit library.
Vimal : How Shall we go ?
Anil : We will go by car.
Vimal : What a wonderful idea it is !

Anil ________(requested, suggested, asked) Vimal that they should ______(went, go, goes) 
to visit library. Vimal asked Anil how they should go. Anil _____ (told, said, replied) Vimal 
that they should go by car. Vimal exclaimed with _____(sorrow, joy, happiness) that it was a 
wonderful idea.

5. Ahmed : Good Morning, Zara. Where are you going ?
Zara : Good Morning, I am going to D-mart
Ahmed : Can I come with you ?

Ahmed wished good morning Dhara and asked ________(what, who, where) she was 
_______ (gone, go, going) Dhara wished good morning to Ahmed and ________ (told, asked, 
replied)  that _______ (he, she, it) was going to D-mart. Ahmed asked Dhara if he could come 
with her. 

6. Ram : What  are you going to do tomorrow ?
Raman : I will visit the seashore.
Ram : With whom will you go ?

Ram asked Raman what he____ (is, am , was) going to do ______(that day, next day, then) 
Raman ________(told, said , replied) Ram that he would visit the seashore. Ram asked 
Raman with whom _____ (he, she, it) would go.

7. Raghav : Mary, Please type this letter.
Mary : Is it urgent ?
Raghav : Yes, It is. It has to be mailed in one hour.

Raghav ___________ (told , suggested, requested) Mary to type ________(that, then, this) 
letter. Mary ___________ (told, said, asked) Raghav if it was urgent. Raghav replied 
positively and _________(asked, told, said) that it had to be mailed in one hour.

8. Anand : What are you reading ?
Mily : I am reading “Ramayana” ?
Anand : What a wonderful idea !

Anand __________ (told,  asked, said) Meena what ________(she, he ,her) was doing. 
Meena replied Anand _______(who, that, whose) she was reading Ramayana.Anand 
exclaimed with joy that ________ (it is, it was, that was ) a wonderful idea.
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9. Anil : Please give me a ticket for the Anand.
Conductor : I can not.
Anil : Why so?
Conductor : Because this bus will go to saraspur only.

Anil ________ (asked, requested, told) the conductor to give him a ticket for Anand. 
Conductor replied (negatively, positively, sadly) that he couldn't. Anil ________(told, ask, 
asked) him why he couldn't give him ticket. Conductor ___________ (answer, reasoned, 
replied) that that bus would go to Saraspur.

10. Yogi : Papa, May I turn the Radio on ?
Papa : Why ?
Yogi : The test match is being Broadcasted  on Radio I want to hear it.

Yogi asked Papa_________ (whether, that, which) she _________(might, may, late) 
turned the radio on. Papa asked Yogi why. Yogi replied that the test match __________ (is, 
was, were,) being broadcast on radio that she ______________ (want, wants, wanted) to hear.

11. Mr. Shah : Did you send the messages to office yesterday ?
Mr. Dave : I did not send messages to office yesterday.
Mr. Shah : What did you do then ?

Mr. Shah asked Mr. Dave__________ (if, what, that) he had sent the message to office 
______ (the next day, the following day, the previous day ) Mr.Dave replied Mr.Shah that 
he_______ (didn't, doesn't, don't) send messages to office. Mr Shah _________ (told, said, 
asked) what he had done then.

12. Dinesh : Can I speak to Jaya, please ?
Seema : I'm sorry. She is not here. Who is speaking ?
Dinesh : My name is Dinesh. Do you know what tie she'll be back?

Dinesh __________(asked, inquired, requested) Seema with question if he could speak 
to Jaya. Seema told Dinesh that she was sorry and ________(told, informed, answered) that 
he was not there and again inquired ________(who, whom, whose) is speaking. Dinesh 
replied Seema that his name was Dinesh. And asked if she knew when she_________ 
(should, could, would) be back.

~ Join the Sentences using the correct conjunctions from those given in the bracket. 
(Que 47,48,49) 3
47. Ajay will see a drama. Ajay will read a newspaper.   (either... or, neither...nor, therefore)
Ans. Ajay will either see a drama or read a newspaper.
48. Neha is writing. Geeta is writing. (and, but, or)
Ans. Neha and Geeta are writing.
49. Work hard, You will get good marks. (Though If, Otherwise)
Ans. If you work hard, you will get good marks.
1.Mr.  desai a was busy. he did not pay attention to my request. (and, but, so)
Ans. Mr. Desai was busy so he did not pay attention to my request. 
2. Raj the salesman. He comes to my office on every Friday. ( whom, whose, who)
Ans. Raj who comes to my office on every Friday is the salesman.
3. My young son will eat a burger. He will eat a sandwich.   

(therefore, neither... nor, either...or)
Ans. My young son will eat either a burger or a sandwich
4. The boy is in my class. He won the race. (who, which, whose)
Ans. The boy who won the race, is in my class
5. Rajesh will celebrate his birthday at home. Rajesh will celebrate his birthday in hotel

(though, and, or)
Ans. Rajesh will celebrate his birthday at home or in hotel.
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6. Please tell the truth. The teacher will punish you. ( and, otherwise, because)
Ans. Please tell the truth otherwise the teacher will punish you.
7. Raja is poor. He is honest. (because, therefore, thought)
Ans. Thought Raja is poor he is honest.
8. Pooja will not congratulate me. Pooja will not come for the party. ( neither...nor, 

either... or, or...else)
Ans. Pooja will neither congratulate me nor come for the party.
9. Mother was busy. She could not come for the function. (and, but, so)
Ans. Mother was busy so she could not come for the function.
10. Do not talk in library. You will be asked to leave. ( therefore, or else, sothat)
Ans. Do not talk in library or else you will be asked to leave.
11. It is raining heavily. We have to go school. ( but, therefore, because)
Ans. It is raining heavily but we have to go school.
12. The teacher will teach the lesson. The teacher will give notes. (through, and, yet)
Ans. The teacher will teach the lesson and give notes
13. Get ready fast. you can reach school on time. ( so that, because, therefore)
Ans. Get ready fast so that you can reach school on time.
14. Meena is not well. She will not come to school. (and, but, therefore)
Ans. Meena is not well therefore she will not come to school.
15. Father was angry. Jatin came home late. (so that, because, otherwise)
Ans. Father was angry because Jatin came home late.
16. Jay is tired. He is walking. (so that, because, otherwise)
Ans. Jay is tired because he is walking.
17. The earth is round. We know it. (that, and, or)
Ans. We know that the earth is round.
18. The child is healthy. The child is playful. (and, or, but)
Ans. The child is healthy and playful.
19. You do not earn money. you won't be happy. (unless, but, and)
Ans. Unless you earn money, you won't be happy.
20. Parents are lucky. their children are obedient. (who, whose, whom)
Ans. Parents whose children are obedient are lucky.

~ Rewrite the paragraph filling in the blanks with appropriate words in the brackets 
(Que 50) 3

50. The Following day _______ (kings, king's, king) son came down to a nearby river to swim. 
______(while ,when, where) he entered the water, the father crow seized the lovely gold 
necklace _________ (whose, who, which) the prince had taken off.

Ans. The Following day King's son came down to a nearby river to swim. When he entered the 
water, the father crow seized the lovely gold necklace which the prince had taken off.

50. Swimming is the ______(better, best, good) exercise. It Provides a lot of energy to all the part 
of our body. ________( While, Then, When) we learn it in a swimming pool, we must follow 
the instructions of __________( our, us, ours) instructor.

Ans. Swimming is the best exercise. It Provides a lot of energy to all the part of our body. When 
we learn it in a swimming pool, we must follow the instructions of our instructor.

50. Can you tell the ________(different, differently, difference) between a bee and a wasp? At 
first _________ (sight, side, site), the little creatures are ________ (quiet, quite, quit) like 
each other. In many ways, however, the wasp and the been are unlike.

Ans. Can you tell the difference between a bee and a wasp ? At first sight, the little creature are 
quite like each other. In many ways, however, the wasp and the been are unlike.

50. The tiger is the ________ (nation, national, nationality) animal of India. It likes to hunt alone. 
__________(Unusually, Usual, Usually) it hunts at night and can see very well_______ (in, 
by, through ) the dark.

Ans. The tiger is the national animal of India. It likes to hunt alone. Usually, it hunts at night and 
can see very well in the dark.
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50. Gandhiji believed in _________(true, truth, truthness) and non-violence. As a student he was 
__________ (honesty, honestly, honest). He also believed in __________ (Punctuality, 
punctual, puncture).

Ans. Gandhiji believed in truth and non-violence. As a student he was honest. He also believed in 
punctuality.

50. Patriotism is one of the ________(noble, noblest, nobler) sentiments a man could have. A 
___________ (patriotism, patriotic, patriot) makes the foundations of the country 
_____________ (strong, strongly, strongest).

Ans. Patriotism is one of the noblest sentiments a man could have. A patriot makes the
foundations of the country strong.

50. Ours is a __________ (democratically, democrat, democratic) country. We have the ________ 
(right, rite, write) to vote. We ________(election, elect, executant) our representative.

Ans. Ours is a democratic country. We have the right to vote. We elect our representative.

50. Jatin is a very clever boy. We are proud of his _______ (clever, cleverness, cleverly). He can 
solve difficult sums _______(easy, ease, easily). He is known for his __________(regularity, 
regularize, regular) in the class.

Ans. Jatin is a very clever boy. We are proud of his cleverness. He can solve difficult sums easily. 
He is known for his regularity in the class.

50. Rabindranath Tagore was a lover of ________(peacefully, peaceful, peace). He didn't like a 
_______ (noisy, noise, noiseless) place. he believed that nature is the best teacher. Nature 
always _______ (inspire, inspires, inspiration) him.

Ans. Rabindranath Tagore was a lover of peace. He didn't like a noisy place. he believed that 
nature is the best teacher. Nature always inspires him.

50. You should be _______ (confidence, confident, confidential) while appearing at the 
examination. Make all necessary _______ (prepare, preparation, preapared) ahead of the 
exam and make sure that you would ________ ( success, successfully, succeed).

Ans. You should be confident while appearing at the examination. Make all necessary 
preparation ahead of the exam and make sure that you would succeed.

50. Charles Dickens was an _______ (excellent, excellency, excel) English writer. he had written 
many _______ (interest, interestingly, interesting) novels. He was known for his ________ 
(wise, wisdom, wisely)

Ans. Charles Dickens was an excellent English writer. he had written many interesting novels. He 
was known for his wisdom.

50. I am a fan of a Kohli. His ________(performance, perform, performed) is good even at this 
age. Everyone is ___________ (surprising, surprised, surprise) how he can remain so 
_______( fitting, unfit, fit) at this age.

Ans. I am a fan of a Kohli. His performance is good even at this age. Everyone is surprised how 
he can remain so fit at this age.

50. Our heart is a _______ (marveled, marvels, marvelous) pump. It works with great _______ 
(effect, efficient, efficiency). It pumps blood into the _______ (complexly, complex, 
complications)  network of tubes.

Ans. Our heart is a marvelous pump. It works with great efficiency. It pumps blood into the 
complex network of tubes.

50. Don't spend your time in _________________ (useful, useless, using) talks. It is _______ 
(important, importance, importantly) to use our time wisely. we have to make a _______ 
(choose, choosing, choice) of our task and have to work accordingly.

Ans. Don't spend your time in useless talks. It is important to use our time wisely. We have to 
make a choice of our task and have to work accordingly.

50. On ___________ (cleared, clear, unclear) dark nights, you can see hundreds of _______ 
(twinkles, twinkle, twinkling) stars in the sky. Most star are as big and __________ 
(powerfully, powered, powerful) as the sun.

Ans. On clear dark nights, you can see hundreds of twinkling stars in the sky. Most star are as big 
and powerful as the sun.
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~ Do as Directed (Que  51,52) 4
51. The Watchman asked the stranger some questions. The stranger did not reply any 

questions. The watchman held him by his collar.
    Begin like this : The stranger was asked some question by the watchman.................

52 It is raining heavily. The rivers too are flowing dangerously. The boatmen are taking 
their boats to the bank.
    Begin like this : It was raining heavily.................

1. I do not like cricket . I like to play tennis. I read many books. i also listen to music.
    Begin like this : My brother does.................

2. Hanuman gets out of the circle of demons. His tail is flaming furiously. He goes on 
leaping about on the roofs of houses.
    Begin like this : Hanuman got out does.................

3. That boy stole a purse. The police caught him. They took him to the police station. The 
policeman scolded the boy. 
    Begin like this : A purse was stolen.................

4. Atlanta's father left her in a jungle to die. But a boar took care of her. hunter brought 
her up. To avoid marriage she laid down a condition.
    Start like this : Atlanta was left by.................

5. The young must respect the elders. we must obey our elders. They love us. We should 
give space also love them.
    Start like this : The elders must be.................

6. The peon rang the bell. The teacher called the students. The students opened the books. 
She taught a new lesson to the class.
    Start like this : The bell was rung.................

7. All the newspapers printed the news of Blackhunt's arrest. People congratulated Email.
He invited his friends to his grandmother's house. They cerebrated the end of 
Blackhunt.
    Start like this : The news of Blackhunt's arrest was.................

8. The students use the library magazines regularly. The librarian issues books to them. 
The teachers also visit the library.
    Start like this : The library magazines are.................

9. I am a pupil of Std. X. I go to school regularly. My classmates hepl me my study.
    Start like this : Mayank is .................

10. The gentleman was sitting in his van. He was talking to his child. The was laughing.
    Start like this : The gentleman were .................

11. The teacher called the students. He gave them work. Who broke my new toy - car ?
    Start like this : The students were called .................

12. Rita wants to be a teacher. She has a good command over languages. She also teachers 
Maths and helps others.
    Start like this : I want to be .................

13. My parents take care of me. They give facilities to me. I should serve them in their old 
age.
    Start like this : I am taken care of .................

14. The master called his servant. He gave him the keys. The servant locked the cupboard.
    Start like this : His servant was called .................

15. she is popular actress. She looks good with all her heroes. Her father was also an actor. 
Her brother is a businessman.
    Start like this : He is a popular actor .................

16. I like stories very much. My grandma told me a fairy tale last night. I will tell that tale 
to my classmates today in the period.
    Start like this : Stories are liked .................

17. Have you ever heard this story ? My English teacher told me last year. You will learn a 
lesson from it.
    Start like this : Has this story ever been .................

18. They are working women. They have self - respect. They never depend on other. They 
do everything themselves.
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~ Select the questions to get the underlined words / phrases as their answers. 
(Que 53,54,55) 3
53. Sometimes I go to bed at 9 o'clock.

(A) Who hoes to bed at 9 o'clock ?
(B) Do you go to bed at 9 o'clock ?
(C) How often do you go to bed at 9 o'clock ?
(D) When do you go to bed ?

54. The teacher asked Gira to collect the books.
(A) What did Gira do ?
(B) Who asked Gira to collect the books ?
(C) What did the teacher ask Gira to do ?
(D) What did the teacher do ?

55. Meera is singing With devotion.
(A) Who is singing with devotion.
(B) How is Meera singing?
(C) What is Meera singing ?
(D) When is Meera singing ?

1. They saw a Hindi film last week.
(A) Who saw a hindi film last week ?
(B) What did they see last week ?
(C) Why did they see a Hindi film ?
(D) When did they see a Hindi Film ?

2. Harsh goes to his shop at 10 o'clock.
(A) Who goes to his shop at o'clock ?
(B) When does Harsh go to his shop ?
(C) Where does Harsh go at 10 o'clock ?
(D) How does Harsh go to his shop ?

3. Abhay has been studying since early morning.
(A) How long has been abhay studying ?
(B) Since when has Abhay been studying ?
(C) Who has been studying for three hours ?
(D) How has Abhay been studying ?

4.  Ketki is reading a book.
(A) What is Ketki reading ?
(B) Who is reading a book ?
(C) Where is ketki ?
(D) What is ketki doing ?

5. The teacher punished the boys.
(A) Who punished the boys ?
(B) Whom did the teacher punish ?
(C) What did the teacher do ?
(D) When did the teacher punish the boys ?

6. Yash is a sailor.
(A) Whose is a sailor ?
(B) What is Yash ?
(C) Who is Yash ?
(D) Why is Yash a sailor ?

7. Dev sold twelve balloons.
(A) How much did Dev sell ?
(B) How many balloons did Dev sell ?
(C) What did Dev sell ?
(D) Why did Dev sell twelve balloons ?
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8. The Minister met the reporters.
(A) What did the minister meet ?
(B) Why did the minister meet the reporters ?
(C) Who met the reporters ?
(D) Whom did the minister meet ?

9.  Tarak left his job because he did not enjoy his work.
(A) Why did Tarak leave his job ?
(B) When did Tarak leave his Job ?
(C) How long did Tarak leave his Job ?
(D) How did Tarak leave his Job ?

10. That is Manoj's car.
(A) Which car is Manoj's ?
(B) What is that ?
(C) Whose car is that ?
(D) Where is Manoj's car ?

11.  There is some tea in the cup.
(A) How is the tea in the cup ?
(B) How long is there tea in the cup ?
(C) How many tea is there in the cup ?
(D) How much tea is there in the cup ?

12. Mrs. Pandya is a government officer.
(A) When is Mrs. Pandya a government officer ?
(B) Where is Mrs. Pandya ?
(C) What is Mrs. Pandya ?
(D) Who is a government officer ?

13. Grandfather went to the library every Sunday.
(A) How often did grandfather go to the library ?
(C) Where did grandfather go every Sunday ?
(D) Who went to the library every Sunday ?

14. Trisha has been with us since 2013.
(A) How long has Trisha been with us ?
(B) Since when has Trisha been with us ?
(C) When has Trisha been with us ?
(D) Who has been with us since 2013 ?

15. Rehman can speck any language fluently ?
(A) What can Rehman do ?
(B) How can Rehaman speak any language ?
(C) How many languages can Rehman speak ?
(D) Which languages can Rehman speak ?
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Section E
~ Write a paragraph in about 125 words on the following  ( Que 56 ) 6

1.Visit to a Modern  Village
( Time of visit  - with whom you visited - beauty of the village  modern amenities / facilities  
farming - health and educational facilities - security over all development -  use of modern 
technology.)

2.Making of My Village Better OR Making My City Better  (MOST IMP)
(name of the village -  present facilities - area that needs improvement facilities required - 
planning -  motivate people -  PPP Mode (people's participation programmed ) - possible effects 
on the village life -  name of this Champaign.

3.Gujarat : It's Development
(date of establishment -  achievements in different areas farming -  irrigation -  rural and 
education  medical - facilities - festivals  what will you contribute ? )

4.My Dream Robot
(What is a Robot - your interest making of a Robot - name -  appearance - skills and its usage a 
friend - facility -  my comfort - special qualities. )

5.Clean India Campaign OR swachchh Bharat Swasth Bharat
Gandhiji and cleanliness why this campaign  started - objectives - what has been done so for- 
people and their contribution -  role of people - suggestions )

6.Save Tree Save Earth  Or  Save Environment 
(Different types of pollution - keep the environment clean - prevention of trees and it's Role- plant 
more trees Role of government - Role of people - your suggestions)

7.My Mother
(Members in the family you love your mother most - her name - age - appearance - qualities. how 
she serve family- how she cares you - your feeling for her  your duties to your Mother.)

8.The Problem Of Working Mothers
(Working hours at office duties at home -  play an important Role in - family - mental and physical 
burden- problem at office -  problems at home -  how she deals with problems -  duties of family 
family - members to her.)

9.Diwali Or The Festival I Like The Most
(The Festival of lights - Festival of Hindus - Month - Preparations like Cleaning house, 
Lighting, Rangolies, different foods etc. - five days celebration and poojan - greetings, 
meetings and blessing - fire works - great celebrations - joy and enthusiasm )

10. The Art of Firework
( Science of firework - how fireworks are made - Pyrotechnic effects - heat, smoke, gas and sound 
- how it looks when fireworks are burst -  enjoyment of children - pollution and its precautions )

11.My Favorite Teacher Or The Teacher I Love Most
(His/her name - subject - dress and appearance - nature -  qualities - how he/ she teaching - helpful 
to students - believes in discipline and guide - ideal for the students - why you like him /her )

12.Teachers Day Celebration
(When it comes ? - Why and how it is celebrated - who participated ?  - what role they played ?  
what role you played? -  how did you and others teach ? - who taught best ? - function at the end  
your experience conclusion )

~ For Extra Preparation.             5
1. The best village of Gujarat.
2.Your vision of ' Swachh Bharat' IMP
3. Visit to a Library (Public library)
4. Life with Technology.
5. Visit to a Mall. IMP
6. A Dedicated Ecologist.
7. Water pollution.
8. Eco - System my role and Responsibility. IMP
9. Dr Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan.
10. Exhibition of computers and electronics Items.
11. My Ambition. IMP
12. Visit to a Historical Place. IMP
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~ Draft  an E - mail 5

>-©Éà>±É ±ÉLÉ´ÉÉ ©ÉÉ÷à {É©ÉÚ{ÉÉà 

Dear / Respected (Wà ´«ÉÊHlÉ{Éà e-mail ©ÉÉàH±É´ÉÉ{ÉÉà Uà lÉà{Éà ±ÉÉNÉÖ ~ÉelÉÖ »ÉÅ¥ÉÉàyÉ{É +¾ÒÅ ±ÉLÉ´ÉÖÅ )

To :

From :

Subject :

Wà ´«ÉÊHlÉ{Éà e-mail ©ÉÉàH±É´ÉÉ{ÉÉà Uà lÉà{ÉÖÅ e-mail ID +¾Ò ±ÉLÉ´ÉÖÅ

Wà ´«ÉÊHlÉ e-mail ©ÉÉàH±Éàà Uà  (>-©Éà>±É ±ÉLÉ{ÉÉù) lÉà{ÉÖÅ e-mail ID +¾Ò ±ÉLÉ´ÉÖÅ

Wà Ê´ÉºÉ«É A~Éù e-mail ±ÉLÉ´ÉÉ{ÉÉà Uà lÉà Ê´ÉºÉ«É »ÉSÖ É{ÉÉ©ÉÉoÅ ÉÒ ¶ÉÉyà ÉÒ «ÉÉNà «É ùÒlÉà NÉÉcà ´ÉÒ +¾ÒÅ ±ÉLÉ´ÉÉ.à  

How are you ? I received your e-mail. I am fine here   I hope you 
are also fine there.

I am writing this e-mail to you to

Wà ´«ÉÊHlÉ{Éà Ê´ÉºÉ«É A~Éù  e-mail ±ÉLÉ´ÉÉ{ÉÉà Uà lÉà Ê´ÉºÉ«É +{ÉÖ°~É +ÉàUÉ©ÉÉÅ+ÉàUÉ ~ÉÉÅSÉ oÉÒ U ´ÉÉH«ÉÉà 
+¾Ò ±ÉLÉ´ÉÉ.

When you receive my mail please reply me if necessary. Convey 
my regards to your family. Take care of your health and your family.
Thank you.

Yours faithfully Wà ´«ÉÊHlÉ{Éà e-mail ©ÉÉàH±É´ÉÉ{ÉÉà Uà lÉà{ÉÉ »ÉÅ¥ÉÉàyÉ{É{Éà +{ÉÖ°~É +É
Yours lovingly mÉiÉ ©ÉÉÅoÉÒ HÉà> +àH{ÉÉà A~É«ÉÉàNÉ HùÒ lÉà{ÉÒ {ÉÒSÉà e-mail  
Yours Obediently ©ÉÉàH±É{ÉÉù{ÉÖÅ {ÉÉ©É ±ÉLÉ´ÉÖÅ.

     P..R.M

{ÉÉàáyÉ :- (1)>-©Éà>±É ±ÉLÉ´ÉÉ ©ÉÉ÷à ¥ÉÉàKÉ ¥É{ÉÉ´É´ÉÖÅ W°ùÒ Uà

            (2)WÉà >-©Éà>±É{ÉÒ »ÉÖSÉ{ÉÉ©ÉÉÅ HÉà>~ÉiÉ ´«ÉÊHlÉ{ÉÖÅ >-©Éà>±É +àeÄà»É +É~Éà±ÉÖ {ÉÉ ¾Éà«É lÉÉà {ÉÒSÉà ©ÉÖW¥É >-©Éà>±É +àeÄà»É ¥É{ÉÉ´ÉÒ qà´ÉÖ

           ´«ÉÊHlÉ{ÉÖÅ {ÉÉ©É @zmail.com, 

          Ex :-  ramesh@zmail.com
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~ Draft  an e - mail : or report (Que 56  or  56 )         5
Alka writes an e - mail to her sister Roshni on roshni56@gmail.com. Telling her about the 
importance of Sport and games in the life.
  Draft  an  e  mail:

1. Jeet Mehta writes an e  mail to his mother, Mitaben on mita123@yahoo.com telling her about 
his roommate, food and the warden.

2. Draft  an  e  mail on behalf of  Seema Joshi to her friend  Reema on reema1990@gmail.com 
telling her about her experience at ISRO.

3. Ravish Naik writes an e-mail to his cousin brother Somya Naik on snnaik02@rediffmail.com 
inviting him to join pilgrimage on foot Danta to Ambaji.

4. Draft  an  e  mail on behalf of  Veena Malik to her  friend Vijay Pandit , on 
vijaypandit@yahoo.com. describing the beauty of the Tajmahal.

5. Tarun Patel writes an e  mail to Ramesh Patel on patel1978@gmail.com. telling him about 
how he celebrated Diwali this year.

6. Draft  an  e  mail on behalf of  Nandini Jain to her little sister Vaidehi Jain on nandini- 
jain@gmail.com. telling her about why we celebrate Teacher's day on 5th September every 
year.

7. Mukesh Mishra writes an e  mail to Vaidehi pandit on vsp93@yahoo.com. describing her 
School building and it's facilities .

8. Draft  an  e  mail on behalf of  Mona Mehta to her friend Alex, living in London on 
alex3454@gmail.com describing him about the Nalanda University of ancient India.

9. Rohan Rajput writes an e  mail to his professor Mr.Sinha Inquiring about 'the Birdman of 
India '' Salim Ali.(create e mail Address of the professor)

10. Vikrambhai writes an e mail to his cousing virang on virang-123@yahoo.com. Advising him 
to be careful  about the  selection of what to see on Television.

11. Sapna  writes an e  mail to his cousing sister Bansi on bansi1980@gmail.com. Telling her 
about how her  friend  Jigna helped her at hostel.

12. Draft  an  e  mail on behalf of  Mr. Joshi history teacher  to kandarp on kppathak@gmail.com. 
Explaining about Dashrath Manjhi the mountain man.

13. Jaimit writes an e- mail to his friend Vinay an vinay007@yahoo.com. Telling him about the 
importance of Bird in nature.

14. Dr.Vyas writes  an e-mail to a patient Suchitra Desai, std 10 Student on 
sddesai001@gmail.com. Explaining the way of improving  retention.

15. Mona's uncle Vijaybhai  sent an e mail on monajain@gmail.com. Congratulating her on high 
scoring marks she got in board examination .

16. Draft  an  e  mail on behalf of  the class teacher Mrs. Vidya Mehta Complaining to the parents 
on yogeshnaik@rediffmail.com. Of Ronak who is very irregular in his homework.

17. Write  an  e  mail on behalf of  Ramya Shah to Ranjan Doshi on doshi_60@yahoo.com. 
Inviting her to celebrate Uttarayan at Ahmedabad with him.

18. Jigisha advised her brother Jignesh about how to prepare for the board examination after 
getting low score in first terminal examination on the e  mail  jignesh_dj@gmail.com. 

19. Draft  an  e  mail on behalf of  the collector of valsad asking his dypt officers on 
collect_123@mail.gov. about the district level preparation of the celebration of “The 
Republican Day.”

20. Write  an  e  mail on behalf of  pankit to her friend Panthini on pkdesai-003@gmail.com. 
describing her visit of Jammu and Kashmir.
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~ Report Writing (Que 57) 5
1. Write a report on your visit to a famous library in your city in 60 words.
2. Write a report on the launching of Chandrayanam-2 mission in 60 words.
3. Your school organized a campaign on “say no to single used plastics”, write a report in about 

60 words.
4. Write a report on how your school celebrated 'World Environment Day' in 60 words.
5. Write a report in about 60 words on how you helped your mother in Diwali Work
6. Write a report in about 60 words on  a fire accident occurred at a firework making factory in 

your area.
7. Write a short report in 60 words on celebration of Teachers' day in your school
8. Write a short report in 60 words on your visit to a school for the blind.
9. Write a short report in 60 words on how your society members celebrate Navratri Festival in 

your society.
10. Write a report in 60 words on your visit to a bird sanctuary with your friends.
11. Write a report on your visit to a Zoo / Museum / Science center.
12. Write a short report on a science Exhibition held at your school in about 60 words.
13. Write a short report on the problem of flood caused by heavy rainfall in your area. in 60 

words.
14. Write a report on a farewell function organized by school for std X students in 60 words.
15. Write a report on Republican day Or Independence Day celebration at your school .

~ Additional Report 5
1. Write a report on ' Trees plantation programer" held in your school in about 60 words.
2. Write a report on the tour arranged by your school.
3. Draft a report on ' An Art festival' organized by you school on 150th birth anniversary of gandhiji 

in about 60 words.
4. your school sports Day was celebrated be four three days in your school. prepare a report on it.
5. Write a report on the welcome of the new principal in your school in about 60 words.
6. Write a report on ' International Yoga Day' celebrated in your school in about 60 words.
7. A Prize distribution ceremony was held at your  school last week . prepare a report on it in about 

60 words.

~ Describe the picture in about ten sentence. (Que 58) 5
1.
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2.  Describe the picture in about ten sentence.  

3.  Describe the picture in about ten sentence. IMP 

4.  Describe the picture in about ten sentence.
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5. Describe the picture in about ten sentence.

6. Describe the picture in about ten sentence.

7. Describe the picture in about ten sentence. IMP
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8.  Describe the picture in about ten sentence. IMP

9.  Describe the picture in about ten sentence.

10.  Describe the picture in about ten sentence. IMP
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11.  Describe the picture in about ten sentence.

12.  Describe the picture in about ten sentence. IMP

12.  Describe the picture in about ten sentence. IMP

ENGLISH       : 53
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